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abstract
study presents an analysis of the college achievement of 
102? students who entered the Louisiana State University in the fall 
of 1934* First the group is studied as a whole, then the various 
college groups are studied separately* The polnt~hour ratio was used 
as the criterion of college success* The freshman year, or Junior 
Division work, was considered first. Then the achievement in the second 
year, achievement in the last three years, and the achievement in all 
four years was studied*
The criteria used in making the analysis were: the American
Council Psychological Examination; the Purdue English Placement Test; 
the Efelson-Denny Beading Test; the rank in high school graduating class; 
the composite score on the Psychological Examination, English Test, and 
Beading Test; and the composite score on the Psychological Examination, 
the English Test, Beading Tost, and high school rank* The flrst-*year 
achievement was included as an additional factor in studying the achieve** 
ment for the second year and for the last three years*
The data were secured from the office of the Junior Division
Testing Bureau, the office of the Louisiana State Department of Education, 
and the office of the Begistrar of the Louisiana State University* The 
procedure is statistical, employing correlations and distributions by 
quint lie divisions for the purpose of analysis and comparisons*
The correlations obtained are all positive and significant. They 
range from *43 to *76 end are high enough to denote marked relationship
xvi
between the predictive criteria and college achievement* In general» 
the highest correlations are obtained between first-year achievement 
and subsequent achievement*
The results of the study show that the students who enter the 
various colleges differ materially in ability as indicated by the 
Psychological Examination, the English Test, and the Heading Test* For 
example, the College of Agriculture draws fifty per cent of its enroll-* 
msnt from students ranking In the two lowest quintile divisions of the 
above named tests, while the Technical Colleges draw sixty per cent of 
their enrollment from students ranking In the two upper quintlle 
divisions*
Of the 1027 students who entered the Junior Division, 602 were 
admitted to the various colleges and only 270 graduated at the end of 
four years* The colleges differ considerably in the percentage of 
their enrollment that graduates in four years. The Teachers College 
graduates Sixty-seven per cent of its enrollment, the College of Agri­
culture 62*1 per cent, the College of 0©mmerce fifty per cent, the 
College of Arts and Sciences 34*4 per cent , and the Technical Colleges 
25*7 per eent*
The following conclusions were drawn from the studys 
1* The three entrance tests and the rank in high school graduating 
class are significant as bases for predicting achievement in the 
junior Division and in the various colleges of the Dhiversity.
xvii
2* The achievement in the freshman year In the Junior division
is a good index to achievement in the later years In the University*
3* The composite score of the three entrance tests and high 
school rank is a hatter basis for predicting achievement than any of 
the entrance tests or the high school rank taken singly.
4* The achievement In the freshman year in the Junior Division
is the best index to achievement in the Colleges of .Agriculture,
Arts and Sciences, and Engineering and Pure and Applied Science*
5. The composite Of the standings on the three entrance examina­
tions is the best index to achievement in the College of Commerce 
and Teachers College*
xviii
CHAPTER I 
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1
CHAPTER 1
mzmmarxm
This study is an analysis and an ©valuation of success in the 
junior Division end in the various colleges of the Louisiana State 
University, The purpose of the study is te provide objective date for 
the guidance of students In the junior Division end in the various 
colleges of the University. An attempt is rede to determine the pre­
dict lve value of The American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination, The Purdue Placement feet in English, She Helaon-Demay 
Reading feat, and rank In high school graduating class with reference 
to achievement in the junior Division md also In the various colleges* 
The junior Division record is studied also to determine its predictive 
value of achievement in the different colleges.
The problem may be broken down Into several specific questions 
as follows:
1* To what extent do the American Council Psychological Exami­
nation, the Purdue Placement Test in English, the Welson-Denny 
Reading Test, and the rank in high school graduating class, 
separately and together, predict achievement in the freshman year 
at the Louisiana State University?
S. To what extent do the American Council Psychological Exami­
nation, the Purdue Placement Test in English, the Kelson-Demny 
Reading Test, and rank in high school graduating class, separately 
and together, predict achievement in the different colleges of the 
Louisiana State University?
33* To what extent does achievement in the freshman year predict 
achievement in the different colleges of the tfciiveraity?
BgPOHTABCE 0? THE STUDY
The large nus&bera of students elaboring for admission into the 
colleges and universities in this country in recent years have brought 
about many perplexing problems* In 1900 there m m  only 337,999 stu­
dents enrolled in institutions of higher learning; for the session of 
1935-3® there m m  1,308,337 resident students above secondary grade#* 
Several factors have contributed to this unprecedented increase in 
college enrollment# During the period of depression industry was 
unable to take care of the youth that m m  seeking employment. In 
desperation they turned to the colleges» seeking further education in 
the hope that they might secure training that would, enable them to 
obtain employment. It became relatively easy for a student to attend 
college» as many of the colleges and universities made liberal provision 
for the payment of tuition and fees. The national Youth Administration 
came into existence, and with its aid many students were encouraged to 
try to secure a college education# For the private institutions with 
limited enrollments the problem of selection of students for admission 
haa been intensified« In the public colleges and universities where 
it was not feasible to limit the enrollment of students, the problem
* Henry C* Badger, Frederick Kelly, and Walter F. Oreenleaf, 
"The Biennial Survey of Education in the tftiited States3 1934-36,w
Office of Education, Bulletin. 1937, Ho. 3, Chapter IT, p. 7.
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In trying to develop a suitable educational program tor this
complex student body many innovations and adjustments haw been made
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5University of Michigan iB 1852 and W* W* Yolwell In hi a Inaugural
address as president of the University of Minnesota in 1869.** Each
expressed the opinion that the first two years In our ordinary American
colleges should he transferred to the secondary schools. A similar
plan was recommended to the University of Pennsylvania in the early
eighties by President James ©f the university of Illinois#3 The
University of Michigan in 1883 differentiated between the upper and
lower two years* This plan was abandoned a few years later because of
administrative difficulties* the movement had little effect at the
Univarsity of Michigan, but probably had far reaching influence in the
development of Junior colleges in California# Ur* Lange was a student
at Michigan when the plan was tried out* and he carried the idea to
' 4California, Where it took hold and later had rapid development*
5 ~y
Western Reserve had a similar plan prior to 1896. president James at
the University of Illinois in 1905 recommended a “continuous growth at
fithe top and a lopping off at the bottom.w The early development that 
had the greatest influence was at the University of Chicago in 1852 
under President William Rainey Harper. At that time he made the
3 Leonard V. Koos, The Junior College Movement {Hew York* Ginn 
and Company* 1923)* pp. 236^2W?T~~~ — ~ —
3 Walter Crosby Bells, The Junior College (New Yorks Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1931)* p. 45.
4 Ibid.* p. 91.
3 H. R. Brush* “The Junior Colleges and the Universities,tt 
School and Society. XV (September 2, 1916), p# 358.
4 Bells* op. cit.. p. 46.
6freshman asophomore work a distinct division which he called the 
* Academic College«19 ®ie last two years ware called the "University 
College*9 A few years later the names were changed to "Junior College" 
and Senior Colics© ♦* ’This is probably the first time the term "junior 
college" appears* President Harper listed the results to be expected 
from such an organization as followss
(1) Many students will find it convenient t© give up college 
work at the end of the sophomore year; (8) many students who would 
not otherwise do so, will undertake at least two years of college 
workj (3) the professional schools will be able to raise theii* 
standards for admission, and in many cases, many who desire pro­
fessional education will take the first two years of college work; 
(4) many academies and high schools will fee encouraged to develop 
higher work; (5) many colleges which have not the means to do the 
work of the junior and senior years will be satisfied under this 
arrangement to do the lower work*®
the first public junior college established in America that is 
still in existence is Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Illinois, estab­
lished in 1908* She establishment of this junior college waa due 
directly to the Influence of President Harper in his efforts to encour­
age the development of the lower two years of college in connection 
with the high school*® By 1904 it was reported that Philadelphia; 
Saginaw and Muskegon, Michigan; St* Joseph, Missouri; Ooshen, Indiana; 
Joliet, Illinois; and eighteen semi-public Institutions in different 
parts of the country were giving collegiate work in connection with 
the high school**® It was not until 1918 that the junior college found
7 Bells, og. cit., p. 47,
® Ibid., pp, 47-48,
9 Ibid., p. 55.
10 Ibid,, pp. SB-86.
7its way into the Educational Directory of the Office ©f Education* la
that year there were eighty-four listed under the section on junior
colleges* la 1936 there were at least 935 junior colleges in the
United States, all types considered, an increase of over 500 per cent*
The total enrollment in 441 white two-year colleges selected for study
11by GreenXeaf m s  94,817* According to Campbell the 1937 enrollment 
m s  136,623**** Hi© above sunaaary clearly indicates the place of impor­
tance that the junior college has assumed in the educational system, of 
the United States*'
GEHBEAL &WCATX(ffi
The term "General Education" is not new in the history of educa­
tion* From the beginning schools hate concerned themselves with general 
education* However, in recent years the period of unsettlement and 
bewilderment has given the term a new emphasis and a broader meaning*
The generally accepted opinion now is that the period of general educa­
tion should extend beyond the secondary school through the first two 
years of college* Eoos makes the following statement in this connection*
The major impression resulting from this examination of the Junior- 
college movement within the universities is that where it appears, 
it seems founded upon a conviction that the functions of the lower 
years of the uni vers i t y— more especially of the college of liberal 
arts— are to be distinguished in considerable part from those of the 
upper years* Hie upper years are assumed to be the proper place
11 Walter J* Greenleaf, "Junior Collages," Office of Education, 
Bulletin* 1936, Ho* 3, p* 48*
12 Boak 8* Campbell, "Birectory of the Junior College," Junior 
College Journal* Fill (January, 1938}, p* 209*
8for specialisation* whereas the lower years are still years of 
general education* This eharaoteristle of the lower division* 
coupled with the emphasis upon the desirability of having the work 
In this division continuous with that of the high school* not to 
mention other administrative provisions* such as that pertaining 
to guidance t argues that the higher institutions are proceeding as 
if the first two years were really a part of the full period of 
general or secondary education* and that higher education proper 
begins in the upper unit****
Many things have contributed to the emphasis on general educe* 
tion* Changes in political* economic, and social conditions, inability 
of youth to find employment, child labor laws, Shorter hours and more 
leisure time, the unparalleled Increase in enrollment in secondary 
schools and colleges, the realisation that the narrow specialised courses 
were not fitting youth to take their places in a society becoming 
increasingly more complex all served to stimulate the movement for 
general education* A large number of colleges and universities through* 
out the country arc giving considerable thought to developing an ade* 
quote program of general education* However, in examining the statements 
of various institutions with reference to general education it is seen 
that there are marked differences of ©pimien with regard to the meaning 
of the term* Hassell reports the results of a questionnaire study of 
thirty-five institutions that offer a program of general education, 
twenty-two of which gave a definition of general education* He make® 
the following statements
from this analysis of the definitions of general education that 
we received» we can hardly avoid the conclusion that confusion per­
vades in the minds of many of those who discuss the subject* The 
respondents in these colleges that have received publicity regarding
13 Hoc®, 0£. cit., p. 238.
9their programs ©f general education sew to hare no commonly under­
stood, clear out, or accordant definition of that tern in mind; 
mam of the responses are In open disagreement with others, the 
statement that would probably come as near as any to representing 
the majority opinion is the following!
Three assumptions are generally recognised as Important in any 
discussion of * general education*, First, the ability and inter­
ests of the individual determine his progress and limits of progress 
in general education as well as in any other kind of education, 
Second, general education overlaps with all other categories of 
education, The boundaries of general education cannot be defined 
except for individuals or like groups of Individuals, third, the 
general education of a person does not end with the finish of formal 
schooling. All education goes on within the limits of the per­
ception and the environment of an Individual throughout his or her 
life, She college concerns itself, therefore, with providing the 
start and the means of self-loeomotion along the way, The college 
cannot do the whole job# Experience still remains a great teacher 
even though her ways are slow and wasteful.
The so-called * cultural* or 1 liberalf education is no less easy 
to define# • • , A cynic might say that a m m  has had a cultural 
education if he is unable to do anything practical when he gets 
out of college# Humanistic professors maintain that a cultural 
education will enable any man to do a better job, no matter what 
the nature of either his work or culture# Neither statement Is 
entirely sound, nor does a combination of liberal or practical 
education prove wholly satisfactory.
Vocational education* is more amenable to definition# It refers 
to those educational processes which have a direct utility for a 
future career, whether in skilled occupations or in the professions. 
It refers to those procedures designed to develop skills, both mental 
and physical in character# All else is general education# *
A few statements from some of our leading educators with reference 
to general education are herewith presented in order to clarify the 
meaning of the term to a certain extent • Hamer P# Hainey, President of 
the university of Texas, makes the following statement:
^  John B# Bussell, "General Education in the liberal Arts 
College,” Thirty-Slghth Tear Book of the National Society for the Study 
of Education# Fartli,1938, pp# 103-184,
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At this point wo need to indicate tlx© essential features of 
general education* It a primary purpose is to give preparation for 
intelligent participation In the experiences of life chared by all 
persons; that is, for general living in a modern community. The 
only truly liberal education is that which furnishes common back­
ground for cultural life and prepares for intelligent citizenship*
If every citizen Is to discharge the high responsibilities of 
citizenship in a democracy, there Is a moral obligation upon him 
to be intelligent about all the Issues and problems with which he 
is called upon to deal, and upon which he passes judgment* Ho 
Important interest, or issue, or problem of contemporary life, there­
fore, should be absent from the training of citizens in a democracy* 
Every citizen should have th© fullest opportunity to study, to 
discuss, and to evaluate the major problems of contemporary life*
Furthermore, this program of general education must insure that 
individuals have a general understanding of their Intellectual 
heritage • There has been for centuries a stream of culture that 
In every age has been the basis for whatever civilisation existed. 
This constantly growing cultural heritage has been preserved and 
exists in many forms— in language and literatures in sculpture, 
painting, music, and architectures in religion, and in folk-waye; 
and In philosophy and science, The functions of general secondary 
education should be primarily concerned with the transmission of 
this culture*
Furthermore, this program of general education mist also give 
consideration to the area of life represented by the search for 
ultimate, or spiritual, values.*®
Malcolm S* MaoLean of the University of Minnesota states the 
following with reference to general educations
Our concept of general education is, then, one of a training 
process designed to make young people at home in their complex 
modern world rather than to give them an analytic, minute, and com­
plete picture of the intricacies of it; to give them the chance to 
make themselves supple and adaptable to change rather than rigidly 
prepared for a single occupation; to enlarge their vision to see 
the wholeness of human life instead of leading them deep into 
microscopy, and to let them acquire a sense of values in many 
phases of adult living outside of the strictly vocational. We 
know, more than ever in these times, the need for trained leaders
Homer P. Hainey, "Social Factors Affecting General Education,"
■mrtx-Btgirtfc T««g Book of the National Society 
gducatlon. Part II, 1938, pp. S&ZW,
for the Study of
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and researchers* Bat we need follower and understanders as well# 
To raise and enrich the understanding of the followers is surely 
one of the prime requisites in general education* Only by it, as 
X see it, can we begin quickly to eateh up the lags, can we forward 
rather than retard the movement toward a solution of our problems 
recommended by those who know, but damned by those who fail to com­
prehend, Only by it can we in this oriels hope to nullify the 
prophecies and ensuing violence of ignorance and misunderstanding
Alvin C* Burieh, Professor of Education at Stanford University, 
says with reference to general education:
Fundamentally, however, there is a common concern that under* 
lies all efforts to stress general education in the upper secondary 
and higher levels regardless of the different emphases. It is a 
concern that grows out of (1) a dissatisfaction with higher sdnea* 
tlon as now organised, (3) a reaction against an over-emphasim upon 
specialisation in the colleges, (3) a new body of information 
regarding the nature of a college end the characteristics of the 
student body, (4) the current youth problem In society, and (5) a 
deepened desire to do something that will make education more 
effective than it has been in the past, largely, perhaps, in the 
hope that future generations will be able to solve better such 
social problems as those that baffle present-day society*
Along with this common concern there is, likewise, a common 
purpose* Every program of general education designed to date 
stresses the need for integration.
Despite the differences, however, there is a common desire, In 
the majority of plans, for general education at the upper secondary 
and college levels, to relate educational experiences more directly 
to the needs of human beings who are members of contemporary 
society, to contribute to the growth of individuals so that they 
will be more effective in meeting their day-by-day problems— the 
more social as well as the more personal, the prospective as well 
as the more Immediate— and to develop the desire and capacity for 
continuous self-education,^"
1 Malcolm 3* Maclean, "General Education, Its Nature, Scope and 
Essential Elements," Institute for Administrative Officers of Hl&her 
Education* (Chicago: University of Chicago Press," 1934)7' p* ISO,
Alvin 0* Enrich, "A Renewed Emphasis upon General Education," 
Thirty-Eighth Year Book of the National Society for the Study of 
Education, Part XX, 1933, pp, 6-9,
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There has been a decided trend toward the development of lower
divisions la the universities la recent years, This movement Is rather
closely related to the attempt to provide general education* In nearly
every Instance one Important reason given for the establishment of a
lower division was to make better provision for general education.
One of the first attempts to divide the college program into
upper and lower divisions was at the thiiversity of Michigan in 1383,
as has been previously cited in this study,*® It lasted for only a
short time, and was abandoned. The other example already cited was at
the thsivarsity of Chicago, whose program was divided into Junior and
Itsenior colleges in 1892, This division has been maintained, with 
certain modif 1 cat ions, down to the present time. The development of 
lower divisions was slow until after 1920* but has been fairly rapid
gn
since that time. This statement is verified by a study made by Koos*
He compared the number of such divisions in ninety-three institutions 
in 1921—22 and 1931-32, He found that in 1922 only six of these insti-
i
tut ions had separate upper and lower divisions, while in 1982 twenty- 
eight of them had such divisions*
Belle, op* sit*» p* 91*
19 j£id»» P. 47*
Ieonard V, Koos, •‘Trends at the lunlor College level,w 
Proceedings of the Institute of Administrative Officers of Higher 
Institutions * Vol. IIl(chicagos University of Chicago Press, 1939), 
p* 5*
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The extent of divisional development may be shorn by citing the
31results of two studies* Sally and Anderson made a study of junior 
divisions In 1933* They examined 6T6 institutions, 136 of which had a 
more or less formal organization of this type* They found that wlower 
and upper divisions* and "junior and senior colleges'* were the terms 
most CQaaaonly applied te the two levels of instruction* Greenleaf 
in a study conducted for the Office of Education in 1934 found that of 
the 644 universities and colleges that offered liberal arts curricula 
fifty had formal lower divisions, and twenty^four of these had a dean 
in charge*
In most institutions the lower division is considered the place 
for general education and for preparation for the work in the upper 
division* However, there are some institutions that give a degree at 
the completion of the lower division work* Kelly and Anderson make the 
following statement in this connections
• • • two philosophies are represented in these divisional 
organizations* In most instances it was intended , originally, 
that the divisional organization should be exactly what the name 
lmplie8«*»lower division and upper division, junior college and 
senior college» etc* There are institutions, however, that feature 
a two-year course with a terminal degree or certificate for the 
student who does not expect to continue hi© college education* In 
contrast to the divisional organization on a purely functional 
basis it represents an adaptation and adjustment to supposed 
present-day needs and demands* In some instances, at least, it 
openly competes with the junior college#33
^  Hebert L* Kelly and Hath E* Anderson, "The Extent of 
Divisional Development of the Curriculum,* Bulletin of the Association 
of American Colleges* December, 1933, pp. 418^ 424*"“
23 Oreenleaf, op. cit*, p. 39*
23 Kelly and Anderson, op. cit., p* 422*
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esn be little doubt that the lower division has assumed 
a place of primary importance in the organisation of the universities 
and colleges* and present developments seem to indicate that it will 
assume a place of much greater importance in the near future*
In order to show the organisation and the objectives of the 
lower divisions* statements are presented below with reference to the 
programs of four universities that have rather well organised programs*
m p r r a s m  m  m m m o ^ A
The following statement taken from the 1937 Bulletin of the 
University of Minnesota gives a rather clear picture of the lower 
division works
The plan of the General College Is a new departure in education*
It calls primarily for a two-year rounded course* leading to the 
degree of associate in arts* This offers cultural education for 
intelligent citizenship and for the fullest enjoyment of home life 
and leisure in an Immediate future wherein present trends indicate 
that a drastic reduction in our working hours will be made* A 
broad curriculum of new courses in the General College gives the 
Individual wide freedom of choice * Combination programs of courses 
in special fields in other department© together with courses in 
the General College can be arranged to meet the needs of individual 
students* The counselors and instructors of the General College 
are available at all times to help students with their many prob­
lems and questions* in order that their university course be made 
interesting* valuable* and meaningful*
Snphasis is placed upon present-day problem in economies* 
government* history* sociology* and science* functional mathematics* 
courses in practical application of psychology* and human develop­
ment and personal adjustment are available* Art appreciation for 
the layman involves work in the movies, the theater; in music* 
including band* symphony* and jazz* Appreciation of the graphic 
arts la taught in the studio by working with the artist’s mediums 
of clay* pen* pencil* the etching needle* and oils*
Individual help* discussion sessions* visual education equip­
ment, new type comprehensive examination* how to study* vocational 
information courses* writing laboratory* and special work In
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speech give an opportunity to every student to make hie college 
course a real and vital part of hie living now and in the future*
The degree* associate in arte* la granted upon completion of two 
years creditable work in the General College* Students must pass 
six comprehensive examinations • possible exemption from this 
requirement * based upon comparable work in other colleges* may be 
discussed with the director*
Provision is made for the counseling and guidance of individual 
students in this college* Individual needs* desires, and abilities 
will be recognized and combination programs will be made out for 
students who have exceptional abilities in art, music, ©to*; and 
for students with personal, educational, and vocational problems* *
mimBBlTY OF C&XCAGG
The reorganization at the University of Chicago was the result 
of several years of intensive study by various faculty groups * The 
College was formed in 1930 by combining the last two yeaxs of the 
Chi veraity High School with the freshman and sophomore years of the 
University* A faculty committee was created to work out the objectives 
and organize the curriculum* The objectives as stated by the committee 
are as follows5
1* The emphasis in the College is to be placed upon general 
education so conceived that time shall be available to students in 
which to follow special Interests or to acquire a greater mastery 
of the subjects and techniques needed for advanced work*
Bm The program of the College shall be organised to take eogai- 
sauce of the needs of students who do not go on with divisional or 
professional work* The educational needs of this group and of 
those going on in a Division or Professional School will be met by 
the same basic program of general education indicated in Para­
graph 1*
Bulletin of the University of Minnesota, General Information 
for Tear 1937-1938, Vol. XL, Mo* 8, March 4, 1907, p* 11*
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3* The end of general education can he achieved heat by helping 
students to master the leading ideas and significant facts in the 
principal fields of knowledge, with a view to the development of 
intelligent action*
4* Students shall he given freedom and responsibility commensurate 
with their ability to use such freedom end responsibility to their 
advantage* It is generally agreed that students in the first year, 
because of their immaturity, will need mors supervision and direc- 
tion than those in the later years* Xt is also recognised that in 
the second year and occasionally in the first year some students 
will be sufficiently mature and will have a foundation in certain 
subJeet-»at ter fields to merit a larger degree of freedom than can 
be accorded to most students at this level* The faculty may employ 
such plans for allowing individual freedom as meet with the approval 
of on administrative committee composed of the Bean of the College, 
the Dean of the Students in the College, and the Assistant Bean of 
the College• Xt is expected that by the time students reach the 
third year of the College program they will fee competent to use 
advantageously the freedom now accorded students in the College «►
mnnnsiTT of Florida
The General College at the University of Florida was an outgrowth 
of a feeling of general dissatisfaction with the work in the freshman 
and sophomore years* Xt was opened in 1935-36, and was the third 
General College to be opened by a major public institution* The fol­
lowing statement taken from the catalog for 1939 gives the purposes of 
the General College}
The General College has been organized to administer the work 
of the freshman and sophomore years In the University of Florida.
Ail beginning students will register in this College*
The average student will fee able to complete the work of the 
General College in two years, while superior students may finish 
the curriculum in a shorter time, and others may find it necessary 
to remain In the General College for a longer period*
A. 7. Bruabsah, "General Education in the Liberal Arts 
College ,* Thlrty-Bighth Year Bpok of the National Society for the Study 
of Education. Bart XX, 1938, pp* 121-188*
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A program of general education is worked out for all students.
In this program the University recognizes that broad basic train­
ing la needed by all students, to this foundation that has meaning 
and significance to the student , he may add the special training 
of the colleges and professional schools of the Upper Division, or 
drop out of the University with something definite and helpful as 
he begins adult life as a citizen. The purposes of th© General 
College are as follows:
1* To offer an opportunity for general education and t© provide 
the guidance needed by all students. Thus the choice of professional 
work is postponed until the student is better acquainted with his 
capacity and disposition to undertake work that will b© profitable 
to himself and society.
2. To broaden the base of education for students who are prepar­
ing for advanced study in the colleges and professional schools of 
the Upper Division, thereby avoiding the handicap of narrow 
specialisation*
3* To satisfy the needs of those v&o have only a limited time 
to give to college training, and consequently should concern them­
selves with general viewpoints and major understandings, instead 
of with introductions to special subject matter fields which they 
may never enter*
4. To provide for the constant adjustments required in higher 
general education incident to the changing conditions of modern 
life* The subject matter of the various courses and the methods 
of presentation are to be constantly varied in order to awaken the 
interests of the student, to stimulate his intellectual curiosity, 
to encourage independent study, and to cultivate the attitudes 
necessary for enlightened citizenship*
5. Guidance* Every part of the General College program is 
designed to guide students * It was felt that too much of the 
freshman and sophomore work of former years had little meaning and
significance to the vast majority* The material studied was pre­
paratory and foundational, and became meaningful only when the 
student pursued additional courses in the junior and senior years.
The material of the comprehensive courses is selected and tested 
with guidance as a primary function. While, of necessity, w© must 
look forward to distant goals, the General College is trying to
present materials that are directly related to life experiences and 
will Immediately become a part of the studentfs thinking and guide 
him In making correct 9 next steps9, Thus the whole program—  
placement tests, progress reports, vocational aptitude tests,
selected material in the comprehensive courses, student conferences, 
provisions for superior students, adjustment for individual differ­
ences, election privileges, and comprehensive examinations— are all 
parts of a plan designed to guide students •
IB
Thus ffuldanee Is mot attempted at one off lee by one individual 
with a smaLl staff* The utole drive of the General College program 
is one of directing the thinking of the student* While the necessary 
correlation and unification is attempted at the General College 
office, throughout the General College period students consult 
upper division deans and department heads to discuss future work* 
During the last month of each school year these informal conferences 
are concluded by a scheduled formal conference, at which each atu* 
dent fills out a pre-registration card for the coming year.26
ixm&imA m t m  w z t n m m
The Junior Division was established at the Louisiana State 
University at the beginning of the session 1933*34* The official 
announcement of the purpose and object Ives of the junior Division are 
expressed as follows in the 1939*40 catalog:
The Junior Division of the Louisiana State University was organ* 
ised to provide more adequately for the needs of incoming students 
during the first two years of their college life. The traditional 
assumption has been that students who enter the University have 
completed their general education and have selected the profession 
or work which they expect to pursue as a career* Actually, this 
is not always the case; many students at the time of their enroll* 
went in the University have neither decided upon a career nor com* 
pleted in a satisfactory manner the phases of academic work that 
are part of a general education* It would seem that a state insti­
tution should provide for this group of students as well as for 
those who already know what they expect to do.
In arranging the program ©f th® Junior Division, the University 
has largely disregarded traditional practices in higher education; 
the needs of the students have dictated every provision that has 
been made* In brief, the object of the program is to complete the 
general education of the students and at the same time provide 
certain other courses planned to enable them to discover, under 
proper guidance, the interests and abilities which they possess In 
the largest measure* The work Is so planned as to enable the stu­
dent, when he appears at th© University, to defer for a year his 
decision as to his field of specialisation and still complete his 
program for a degree within the customary time*
The University Decord of th© University of Florida, Bulletin of 
Information for the General College, 1939*40, Vol. 3QQCXV, Series 1,
No* fi, June 1, 1939,
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Objectives
The alms which it is believed will be attained by the Junior 
Division program follows
1* To continue desirable general education beyond high school#
S. To provide an adequate basis for selecting students who are 
able to do* seed who are Interested in, more advanced or specialised 
education#
3* To provide for effective guidance of students at the Junior 
College level#
4* To provide suitable foundational education for those students 
who are planning to enter professional schools*
5# To make adequate provision, especially through tool, voca­
tional, or broadening courses» for students who are interested in 
the more practical field of work**?
data m m
In the Junior Division of the Louisiana State University three 
entrance examinations or placement tests are administered to all fresh­
men at the beginning of each school year* These tests ares The 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination, the Purdue 
Placement Test in English, and the Holson-Denny Beading Test* The 
scores on these tests are converted into decile ranks and placed on 
each student*a record card as part of his permanent record. The decile 
ranks used in this study were for the class that entered the Junior 
Division as freshmen at the beginning of the session 1934-35* In that 
year there were 1,02V students who took at least one test and who are 
Included in this study. Th© tasting program was not so well organised
^  Bulletin of the Louisiana State University, Announcements, 
1939—1940, Vol. 31 IT. 3., Kb* 4, April, 1939, p. 69.
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CHAPTUl XX
mmm:  or s a ®  studies
The question of academic prognosis in colleges has probably 
received a greater amount of attention and investigation than any other 
problem with which the colleges and universities have been confronted 
in recent years* The high percentage of mortality among college stu­
dents has reached alarming proportions* and has stimulated the school 
authorities in their effort© to remedy this deplorable situation in 
our educational system* In a study of student mortality in twenty- 
five universities* fourteen public and eleven private* for the students 
who registered for degrees in 1931-33* it was found that of every one 
hundred registering sixty-two left during the four years without 
receiving degrees* Of this number* however* approximately seventeen 
out of every one hundred either transferred to some other Institution 
or returned at a later date to continue their work* Forty-five out of 
every one hundred students withdrew from the university permanently* 
dross mortality by years was freshman, 33*8 per cent; sophomore, 16.7 
per cent; Junior, 7*7 per cent; and senior, 3*9 per cent*** The above 
study would indicate that there is considerable need for additional 
research on the problem of predicting college success, even though there 
has been an enormous amount of study and research on this problem in 
the past*
1 John H* McHeely, "College Student Mortality," Office of 
Education, Bulletin* 1937, Ho* 11, pp* 10-31.
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mHo attempt will bo mad© la this study to make a critical surrey 
or the wealth of material la educational literature on related sub** 
Jests* Several excellent summaries have already been made, and it Is 
felt that all that is necessary In this study la to briefly review 
these summaries and to give a more complete review of the recent studies 
and of those investigations that are especially pertinent to this 
study. Bather complete summaries of past studies have been made by 
Beeves and Bussell,® Stoddard,® Garrett ,* Segel,® and Peis©r*®
Reeves and Russell after reviewing a large number of studies on 
prognosis make the following statement t
In the light of the studies reviewed, the prediction of scholas­
tic success is a hazardous affair, if by prediction is meant that 
the degree of success which will be attained must be prophesied.
On the other hand, if the *prediction of success* resolves Itself 
simply into an effort to pick out those who are most likely to 
become scholastic failures, the process is much less complicated,
® Floyd W* Beeves and John Bale Bussell, "Some Aspects of Current 
Efforts to Improve College Instruction,** University of Kentucky Bulletin, 
Bureau of School Service, Tel* 1, Ho* Z9 December, 1928, 95 pp*
® G * D. Stoddard, * Quantitative Measurement in Inducting the 
3tudent into the Institutions of Higher Learning and in Predicting 
Academic Success,** Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Society of 
College Teachers» 1929-30, pp* 'SS-SO*'
* Homer L* Garrett, "Predictive Value of High School Records 
with Special Reference to Rank in Glass,** (unpublished Doctor*s dis­
sertation, Leland Stanford University, Palo Alto, 1932), 305 pp*
® David Segel, "Prediction of Success in College," Office of 
Education, Bulletin* 1934, Ho. 15, 93 pp*
6 Walter Gilbert Peiser, "The Prognosis Value of the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination," (unpublished Doctor*a 
dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1937), 143 pp*
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sad the prediction can be made with a fair degree of reliability*
It should be borne in mind that the prediction of scholastic 
success is not an end in itself, except as scientific curiosity is 
satisfied. Practical uses of this prediction must therefore be 
limited to those phases of education In which high reliability Is 
unessential*7
With regard to conflicting claims of prediction, Beeves and 
Bussell have this to say?
3o®e lack of agreement is In evidence among the studies pre* 
seated on this point of the relative value of the various methods 
of predicting success. While the majority of the studies seem to 
favor the psychological test as giving the best prediction, those 
mho favor either the content examination or the high school record 
are not without evidence to support their case,®
Stoddard in his simsaary points out the significance of the high 
eehool record in prediction* Be says?
A very decided trend for the Investigation ©f the precollege 
activity of the Incoming student la in evidence and a number of 
studies have shown that from the standpoint of prediction of 
success the aecondary-school record is of Importance*
Garrett also points out the significance of the high school record 
in his summary* Be makes the following statement?
Investigations so far reported in this review have shown that a 
number of factors influence reliability in predicting college 
achievement* High school records have been tried out in various 
ways in numerous studies; however, less attention has been given 
rank in the graduating class than to general high school average or 
to average In specific high school subjects. High school records 
in general have been found superior in predictive value to special 
tosts such as psychological tests, college aptitude tests, entrance 
examinations, or type of curriculum taken In high school* Special
7 Beeves and Russell, op* ©it., p* 31*
8 Ibid.. p. 80.
9 Stoddard, <j£. olt.. p. 98.
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placement examinations baaed on attainment in high school subjects 
have been las® thoroughly investigated than the other types of 
special tests; however , the results from these indicate a rather 
high degree of predictive significance* Single criteria have shown 
less significance In predicting college success than combinations 
of criteria*!0
la 1034 Segel prepared a handbook for administrators and investi~ 
gators concerned with problems of college admittance and guidance, in 
which he gives a very complete summary of investIgatione in the field 
of prognosis of college success* Be says*
The general trends of those coefficients of correlation are 
Important* These show that for predicting general college scholar* 
ship the best tests are those testing general achievement and that 
for predicting scholarship in specific college subjects, tests of 
specific aptitudes or achievement are the best*!!
Pelser^ made a rather complete summary of studies based on 
intelligence tests* He submits a table showing th© results of 131 
studies made at eighty-two different schools, eighty-three or sixty* 
nine per cent of which used the American Council Psychological Examina­
tion* Th© correlations ranged all the way from #11 to #7?, with a 
central tendency of *433*
SegeX and Proffitt’*® directed a number of studies for the Office 
of Sducatlcm in a large number of cooperating universities during the 
year 1936-37* The project was financed by the Emergency Belief
10 Garrett, op* clt* * pp* 71-73.
!! Segel, pp* clt * * p* 71.
3,2 Pelser, op* clt*, pp. 33-33*
!® David Segel and Marls M* Proffitt, "Some Factors in Adjust­
ment of College Students,** Office of Education, Bulletin* 1937, Ho* 13,
49 pp*
£7
Appropriation Act or 1935 and conducted in accordance with the adminis­
trative regulations of the Works Progress Administration#
A large part of the study was devoted to the relation between 
achievement in college and various other factors, such as high school 
average, various high school subjects, Intelligence teste, aptitude 
tests, etc# the results were presented in ten different tables of 
correlations# the correlations between average high school marks and 
average freshman marks ranged from #35 to #66, with a median of #53# 
Correlations between average high school marks and average of marks 
for the full college course ranged from .40 to #65, with a median of 
•49,
With regard to aptitude and achievement testa Segel and Proffitt 
made the following statements
Bata on the relationship between general scholastic aptitude 
(intelligence) tests end scholarship in college show that there la 
a substantial relationship between the results of such tests and 
scholarship, and that therefore they may be used in guidance to 
advantage (fable 25} • • # « The correlations between test results 
and success in different college subjects indicate that there is 
a differential relationship existing between intelligence tests 
results and attainment In different college subjects# « # •
Special aptitude and achievement test results correlate to 
about the same extent with college scholarship as do general apti­
tude test results# * . #i4
The following statement is made with reference to high school
marks:
Research indicates that hlgh-achool marks are one of the impor­
tant indices of student accomplishment in the regular college 
work# The results showed that not only were high-school marks of 
value in predicting college scholarship as a whole, but that success
14 Segel and Proffitt, ojgu clt## p# 36*
min different high-sehool subjects could bo used for differential 
prediction purposes* Marks In high-school subjects tended to hare 
the highest relationship with the same subject In college.*®
the shore study is especially significant , since it was based on 
a large number of students in a large number of institutions.
Ferguson*® at the Shi varsity of Virginia studied the relation of 
four factors to scholarship. The study involved 1,709 students from 
1,439 secondary schools and 370 from other colleges. The four factors 
studied were:
A* High school rahk
B* Humber of failures In high school subjects
0, Age
B. Subjects taken in high school 
The scholarship studied was the first term records over a period of 
three years. These scholastic records were divided into four categories 
as follows:
1. Students on the Bean*a List of Distinguished Students
3. Students passing all of the fifteen hours taken by each student
3. Students passing twelve of the fifteen hours
4. Students failing sir or more of the fifteen hours
Twelve or more hours were passed by three-fourths of those in the first 
quarter of high school, one-half of those in the second quarter, four- 
tenths of those in the third quarter, and one-fourth of those in the 
fourth quarter* Sir hours or less were passed by about one-tenth of
*® Segel and Proffitt, op. clt** p. 48.
*® George 0. Ferguson, "Some Factors in Predicting College Success,* 
School and Society. XOC7II (April 29, 1933), pp. 566-60.
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those la the first quarter, one-fourth of those la the second quarter, 
four-tenths of th© third quarter, and one-kalf of the fourth* More 
than forty per cent ©f the first quarter made the "Dean's Mat," 
while only five per seat of the fourth quarter made it* Of those who 
had not failed in secondary school as compared with those who had 
failed three or more times, more than twice as many passed at least 
twelve hours of college work. Nearly fifteen times as large a per­
centage of the former as the latter group made the "Dean's list*"
More than one-third of the sixfeeen-year-ol& students made the "Dean's 
List," while less than one-twelfth of those twenty-one years old made 
it* The percentage of the former group passing six hours of work or 
less Is one-fourth of that of the latter# The superiority of the stu­
dents who offered four units of Latin or mathematics is apparent* They 
nearly equaled the record of the total group In the first quarter#
The number of units in science or modem language, or the number of 
vocational units, has no definite relationship to succeed in college# 
Students who presented no units at all in foreign language made a 
record so poor that it falls between that of the third end fourth 
quarters of the total group* Ferguson concludes," A student who ranks 
high in his school class, has not failed courses, is young, and has 
had four years of Latin or mathematics, appears to be a good college 
risk#*
The above study should be fairly reliable» as it is based on a 
rather large number of students from a large number of high schools#
The author failed to point out that the students who offer four units
30
of Latin or mathematics are Tory likely superior student© or they
would not have selected those subjects*
IVBelts Investigated the predictive value of hi^h school rank* 
the high school average, sad the score on the American Council Psycho­
logical Examination under the Hew Plan at the University of Chicago, 
where comprehensive examinations are given at the completion of the 
year*s courses of each of the four fields of:
A* Biological sciences 
S* Humanities 
C. Physical sciences
B. Social sciences 
Be confuted a number of correlations, both single and multiple• He 
found that the rank in high school class was the poorest Instrument 
for predicting scholastic success* The psychological examination was 
found to be the best single instrument • The high school average was 
the second best* The three variables were combined in four ways: rank
in high school class combined with average mark in high school; rank 
in high school class combined with psychological examination score; 
average mark in high school combined with psychological examination 
score; and a combination of all three. The combination of all three 
yielded the highest correlations with A, B, C, and B above, although 
they were not appreciably higher than high school rank and psychological 
examination combined, or high school average and psychological
^  William Belts, “Forecasting Harks of the Hew Flan Students 
at the University of Chicago,” The School Beview. XLIII (January,
If35)» pp* 34-48*
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examination combined* The coefficients of correlation for A# B, Gt 
a»d B with the various criteria are m  followst high school rank 
ranged from #34 to *48$ high school average ranged fro© #46 to *53$ 
psychological examination ranged from #49 to *64$ high school rank and 
psychological examination combined ranged from *60 to *69; high school 
average and psychological examination combined ranged from *63 to *69$ 
and a combination of all three ranged from *63 to *70*
For predicting results on the comprehensive examinations the 
psychological examination is 76*44 per cent more efficient than is 
rank in high school class» and 33*95 per cent better than is the 
average mark in high school* while mark in high school class is 36*83 
per cent better than is rank in high school class#
Jones and laslett reported a study made at Oregon State 
College* in which the college records of 500 students (383 graduates 
and 138 seniors) were compared with their high school records and 
with scores made on the American Council psychological Examination*
The Jones Formula was used to predict the college marks of these 500 
students* The correlation between the actual and the predicted marks 
was *65* The Taylor Formula end the Dvorak Formula were used for pro* 
diction also* The Taylor Formula and the Jones Formula predict success 
equally well and slightly better than the Dvorak formula* They con* 
elude in part that:
George A* A* Jones and H* H. Laslett, "The Prediction of 
Scholastic Success in Colleges,* Journal of Educational Research*
XXIX (December, 1935) t pp* &68**71*
1* College scholastic success ©an be predicted wry satisfactorily 
from the high school scholastic average and psychological test 
score*
3« College scholastic success is dependent upon ability and 
industry. Prediction of success must be based on these factors 
to be satisfactory*
S. College scholastic success can be predicted before a student 
enters college practically as well as it can be at the end of the 
first quarter.
4. High school composite mark is the best single criterion for 
prediction of college scholastic success*
Ficfcen2^  in a study at Macelester College computed correlations 
on the classes of 1952, 1935, and 1937 to determine the predictive 
value of the Minnesota College Aptitude Test (C« A. T»), end the high 
school rank* The correlations were as follows*
Glass of 1932
C. A* T. and first year (men)
C. A* T. and first year (women)
6. A* f • and four-year average (whole group)
&igh School rank and four-year average (whole group)
*S8S
*116
.525
*67
Class of 1933
C. A* T. and first semester average (whole group) 
High school rank and four-year average (whole group) .68
*30
C* H* Fieken, "Predicting Achievement in the Liberal Arts 
College," School and Society. XLIX (October, 1935), pp. 518-20*
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Sfcr the class of 1937 the coefficients of correlation were about the 
same as those for 1933*
This study indicates that the high school resale has much better 
predictive value than the Minnesota College Aptitude Test*
At St* Benedict*a College Sciaaits2® made a study of the follow* 
lug predictive factors:
1* American Council Psychological Examination 
£* Amy Alpha Intelligence Test 
3* loss Beading Examination 
4* Purdue Placement Test 
5* Spelling Test 
6* High School Average 
Be computed correlations between Scholastic Quotient {point-hour ratio) 
for the first-year average for 1934-35 and for first semester average 
for 193© and the above criteria* The correlations were all positive 
end significant* but not large enough for accurate prediction. Tim 
highest correlation was *644 with high school average and the lowest 
was *419 with spelling*
Using the quadrant method of determining relation between scores 
and college achievement it was found that:
1* In seventy-two cases out of one hundred it is possible to 
predict whether a student will succeed or fail*
Sylvester B* Submits* ^Predicting Success la College: A
Study of Various Criteria*” Journal of Educational PaycbolPAy, XX7XXX 
(September* 1937), pp. 465-73.” '
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college average only 38*7 par cent were in the same quart lie as in the 
psychological examination* Thurber concludes in part, ”, . , predict!-* 
bility on the basis or scholarship ranking in secondary school and the 
first two years of college may be made with a considerable degree of 
reliability**
Paulss made a study of 3,188 students who took the placement 
examinations at the Iowa State Teachers* College at the beginning of 
the academic years 1929-1933 inclusive. The tests included general 
ability, reading, and English. Th© students were grouped into thirteen 
percentile groups as follows: lowest five, ten, fifteen, twenty-five,
forty, and fifty per cent groups; a miscellaneous group whose scores 
varied above and below the fiftieth percentile marks; and the highest 
fifty, forty, twenty-five, fifteen, ten, and five per cent groups*
The average quality credit ratio for the different groups showed that 
grouping had a definite predictive value. Tor the low and high groups 
the quality point ratios were 1*13 and 3*13 respectively; for the low 
and high fifty per cent groups th© ratios were 1*78 and 8.56. With 
regard to the number of subjects failed, there was also a definite 
relation to the percentile groups. It was found that the chances of 
graduation for a student below the fifteen percentllo point were but 
one in ten*
^  I* B* Paul, ‘♦Placement Test Scores vs* College Academic 
Attainment.” School and Society* XLY1XX (October 15, 1938), 
pp. 506—8*
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In a study at Temple University made by Ola&felter®3 involving 
the American Council Psychological Examination, the four~year high school 
average, and a cooperative English test it was found that non© of the 
measures bad any superiority over the others as a single instrument for 
prediction of success of the freshman year. The study was mad© from 
February, 1935, to February, 1936* The number of students in the study 
was H E  for general success in the freshman year and 1G8 for English 
composition. It was found that scores made on the English test were 
as valuable for predicting success as were the scores made on the American 
Council Psychological Examination or the high school record* The usage 
part of the English test alone has as high predictive value as does the 
entire test* The score on the cooperative English test has as much 
predictive value for Freshman English composition as for general 
success in the freshman year* The correlations were as follows:
Four-year high school average with first year 
American Council Psychological Test with first year 
Cooperative English test with first year 
Usage part of cooperative English test and first year 
Freshman average in English and rank on English teat
Freshman average in English and rank on usage part of test
Freshman average in English and rank on spelling
Freshman average in English and rank on vocabulary test
Multiple correlation using all factors
£3 M. E. Cladfalter, "The Value of the Cooperative English Test 
in Prediction for Success in College," School and Society* XLXV 
(September 19, 1936), pp. 385-84.
.569 
.591 
,598 
.60 
.63 
,66 
.5 Z 
,46 
.695
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Gla&folter concludes in part, w* * • it would be safe to admit 
student© on tha basis of their scores on the American Council Psycho** 
logical Test and the Cooperative Test, regardless of the courses or 
grades which appear on the high school record, provided that they had 
the proper prerequisites for the advanced courses in college *M
Tb© results of the above study are interesting, but they are 
based on too few cases to be very reliable*
M
lott®* mad© a comparative study of five criteria for the predie- 
tioa of achievement in freshman History at the Louisiana State University* 
Tbs study involved 551 freshman students who entered during the academic 
year 1937-38* The following criteria were studied!
1* American Council Psychologieal Examination 
3, Helson-Denny Heading Test 
3* Purdue English Placement Examination 
4* Hank in high school graduating class
5. Marks made in high school history 
Coefficients of correlation and quint!le comparisons were used as 
measures of the predictive value of the five criteria. It was found 
that the American Council Psychological Examination was the best single 
criterion for predicting achievement in Freshman History, with the 
H©lson~Benny Heading Test next in importance* The high school history 
marks were the least valuable of all the criteria as a basis for pre*> 
diction. Lott concludes that, "Since the differences in the predictive
24,
Hiram V. Lott, *A Comparative Study of Five Criteria for 
Predicting Achievement in Freshman History in the Junior Division of 
the Louisiana State University,n (unpublished Master* s thesis, Louisiana 
State tJniverslty, Baton Rouge, 1939), 86 pp.
mvalues of the rive criteria ay© m  little the writer believes it 
Inadvisable to select any one of them as the sole basis for prediction 
of achievement in History 1 -8 or Freshman History at the Louisiana 
State University* One serves as a check on the other, The three 
entrance tests seem to be the most reliable."®®
Byras and HenmonB® in a series of studies at the university of 
^ Wisconsin, beginning in the year 1988, found that the two factors from 
which achievement can be most successfully predicted are the percentile 
rank on a psychological test and the percentile rank on the four-year 
high school average. Coefficients of correlation as high as *71 were 
found in the colleges of letters and science, with somewhat lower ones 
for the colleges of engineering and agriculture. Xn a study of long 
rang© predictions it was found that a combination of the tenth grade 
average and the psychological test score gives almost as high predic­
tion accuracy as the combined four-year average and the psychological 
test, and is more reliable than any other single year average or the 
four-year average alone.
Forbes®7 has recently made a study of freshman achievement at 
the Louisiana State University. The study included 819 students who 
entered the freshman class in 1957. A comparison was made of four
Lott, op. olt., p« SI.
Bath Byrne and V. A. C. Beamon, "Long-Hang© Prediction of 
College Achievement»" School and Society. XL! (Fun© 39, 1955), 
pp. 877-80.
Sunic© Belle Forbes, WA Comparative Study of Four Criteria 
for Predicting Achievement in the First Tear of College," (unpublished 
faster*& thesis, Louisiana State Bfciversity, Baton Bouge, 1958)» 44 pp.
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criteria for the prediction of achievement in the freshman year* The 
criteria studied sere the American Council Psychological Examination* 
the Purdue English Placement Tost, the MolSGn^ Deniiy Beading feat* and 
rank in high school class* Coefficients of correlation w »  computed 
and comparisons were made by quintile ranks* fhe study indicated that 
the rank in high school class was the best single criterion tow predict 
tlon of achievement* The American Council Psychological Examination 
was almost as good as the high school rank* while the Helson~Ben»y 
Beading fast was the least valuable* The four criteria used In the 
study were more valuable for prediction of achievement in the lower 
levels of achievement than for the average or hi#u
In a study at the University of Minnesota* Johnston and 
Williamson88 investigated the validity of the prediction of scholastic 
success for the four years of college work from college aptitude ratings* 
There were 1*085 students taken fm m  the freshman classes of 1983* 1984* 
and 1983 involved in the study* Thm 0, A. &. (college aptitude rating) 
is an average of high school percentile rank and the college aptitude 
test percentile rank* It ranges from one to one hundred* The study 
bore out the conclusion reached by Johnston In a previous study* namely, 
that the college aptitude rating yields a better prediction of the 
success of the liberal college students than either the high school 
percentile rank or college aptitude test percentile rank alone* The
J. B* Johnston and B. 8* Williamson, WA Follow Up Study of 
Early Scholastic Predictions in the University of Minnesota,n School 
and Society. XL (December 1, 1934), pp. 730*38* —— — —
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xaaiber of graduates in each percentile of the C« A. M* w m  examined*
It was found that only 4*3 per cent of the students receiving a 0* A* B« 
below twenty-five graduated from the liberal arts college and 9*3 per 
cent of those with a C« A* H* below twenty-five graduated from the other 
colleges, la the earlier studies~~19S3 to 1937— it had been shown that 
only 1*1 per cent of students with a C* A* B» below twenty-six received 
an average grade of C, while ninety-six per cent of the students with 
a C* A* H* from ninety-six to one hundred had an average of 0 or better 
for the first semester of the freshman year*
90
Brake and Henmon made two studies at the diversity of 
Minnesota— the first involving 1,404 freshmen entering in the fall of 
the years 1933 and 1934, and the second involving 435 letters and 
science freshmen entering in the fall of 1935— with the purpose of 
determining which were the more valid of certain factors in forecasting 
scholarship in the college of liberal arts*
The first study concerned Itself with the following factors*
A* High school rank in cent lies
B* College cent lie rank on the American Council Psychological 
Examination, administered during freshman week
C. College oentile rank on the ITelson-Bemy test of mental 
ability, administered in the senior year of high school 
D« Cent lie rank on Cooperative English Test, Series 1, 
administered during freshman week*
S9 lewis E. Brake and V. A* C* Henmon, "The Prediction of Scholar­
ship in the College of letters and Science at the University of 
Wisconsin** School and Society* XLV (February 6 , 1937), p;p* 191-94.
Correlations snore computed between first semester p©int~hour ratio and 
the shore factorsf both singly and in various combinations. The study 
Indicated that for prognosis the high school rank is the most effective; 
that combinations of two or more factors other than high school rank are 
no more significant* and usually are not as significant as high school 
rank alone. Two regression equations were worked out* one using high 
school rank and the Hels©n~Bejmy Test and the other using high school rank 
and the American Council Psychological Examination. tirade point ratios 
were predicted for 786 letters and science freshmen entering the TJ&i varsity 
of Wisconsin in the fall of 1934. The correlations between the actual 
grade point average and the predicted grade point average were ,83 and 
•66 respectively. The difference Is so slight that it is negligible•
The second study was made involving 455 letters and science
freshmen entering in the fall of 1935. The purpose was to determine
the predictive value of the Welson-Benny Mental Ability Test when
given In the sophomore year of high school. Besides the four factors
used in the above study, the high school cent lie rank on the Kelson*
Benny Test given in the sophomore year of high school and the average
of the sophomore and senior cent lies were added, The results of the
study agreed closely with those of the first study. The high school
rank was again the most significant•
30Wagner and Strabel made a study involving 661 students who 
entered the University of Buffalo during the year© 1925 through 1929
M. E* Wagner and Eunice Strabel* "Predicting Performance in 
College English." Journal of Educational Be search. 7DSX (May* 1937)* 
pp. 694*99.
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to determine what measures available at college eat ranee beet predict 
performance in English* Correlations were worked oat between collage 
English and twenty different measures, Including Regent© Examination 
and parts, high school rank, high school English average , American 
Council Psychological Examination and parts, Iowa High School Content 
Examination and parts, rank In high school graduating class from four 
large Buffalo high schools, age at high school graduation, and number 
of high school units* The correlations ranged from a ~*33 for age at 
graduation to *63 for Regents Latin 111* ‘The coefficient© of correla-* 
tlon between (1} weighted average of all Hew York Regents Examination 
grades, (3} the English subtest of the Iowa Content Examination,
(3) average of all school marks in English earned In high school, and
(4) the final Regents grade received in aeoon&ary school English were 
all quite high*
In 1931 and 1933 the Cooperative English Test and the Nelson**
Dezmy Beading Examination were administered to the entering freshmen*
The Cooperative English Test predicted freshman English success about
as well as tht total Regents mean* Ho measure included in the Nelson-
Benny Heading Examination was as predictive as either the Regents
Latin IH, Regents English XT, the average high school grade in English,
the total Regents average, or the Cooperative English Test. Wagner
and Strabel make the following conclusions!
College English performance may be predicted about equally as 
well by a measure of secondary school English, a secondary school 
language, general high school performance, or Cooperative English 
Test* Vocabulary seems especially important for success for boys; 
general Information for girls* To improve upon any of the above
43
single predictive measure a, a composite of fourth year high school 
English and Cooperative English Test performance may he used* It 
Is quite immaterial whether class grades in college or an objective 
short item test he employed as a criterion of college English 
success*
31
Edgerton at Ohio State University made a study of the prognosis 
of success at the junior college level by using the Ohio State University 
Intelligence Test combined with the cumulative point-hour ratio at the 
end of each quarter* Two groups of students from two different years 
were included in the study* He correlated the Intelligence test per­
centiles with the point-hour ratio for the first quarter* Each succeed­
ing quarter was In turn correlated with the intelligence test and scholar­
ship for all preceding quarters* A s  correlations ranged from *319 at 
the end of the first quarter to *979 at the end ©f the fifth quarter*
This study would Indicate that the method of cumulative prognosis would 
be very valuable to use as the students go from the junior college to 
the senior college* but would be of little value in predicting what a
student would do in his freshman year*
32Garrett made a very thorough and comprehensive study of the 
predictive value of the high school records, with special attention 
being given to rank in high school class and sisse of graduating class*
The study involved 324 students who entered the Louisiana State 
University in September, 1923* The freshman and sophomore achievement
at H* A* Edgerton, Academic Pro&uosia (Baltimore; Warwick and 
York, 1930) # 83 pp*
38 Homer L. Garrett, jg&* oit„. pp* 273-74*
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in awiy college in the University m s  included in the study. Sosa© of 
the conclusions reached by Garrett are*
1 * $he test basis for ranking members of the graduating class 
for prediction of success in college is a combination of high school 
English and mathematics.
2 . The minimum else of class which yields significant ranks is 
taenty»flw students*
t. fhe American Council Psychological Examination is not as good 
for predictive purposes as either rank in class or scholastic 
average based on high school records*
4* Records in specific high school subjects vary in predictive 
value with respect to total college achievement and success in 
specific college subjects*
5* Predictions for high ranking students are more reliable than 
predictions for the lower levels of the graduating class*
Varaado® la a recent study at the Louisiana State University 
investigated the predictive value of several criteria for success in 
freshman mathematics* *Ehe criteria studied were the Cooperative Math©- 
mat lea feat for College Students, the American Council Psychological 
Examination, the Purdue English Placement feat, the Ealson-Cenny Beading 
fest, marks made in high school mathematics, and number of years of 
high school mathematics* Coefficients of correlation and percentages
®  Gladys H« Varnado, "A Further Study of the Predictive Value 
of Various Criteria on Achievement in Freshman Mathematics at the 
Louisiana State University for the Session 1938-1939," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1939), 59 pp*
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mere used as measures of the predictive value of the various criteria*
It was found that the Cooperative Mathematics lest was the beat single 
criterion for predicting achievement in freshman mathematics, The 
Psychological Bxaassin at Ion, the English Placement feat* and the Heading 
Test compared very closely as bases for prediction* A composite of all 
fear tests was better than any single test other than the Mathematics 
Test* The high school marks are about as good as the placement examine- 
tioas for predicting success in freshman mathematics*
She concludes in parts ’•Since the differences In the predictive 
value of the various criteria used are so little, it Is Inadvisable to 
consider any one of them as the sole basis for the prediction of achieve* 
went in Mathematics 1-8 at the Louisiana State University* One serves 
as a check on the other******
Qaaid®® made a rather comprehensive study of the efficiency of 
certain measures and combinations of measures in the prediction of 
college freshman marks at Phillips university. A s  five variables used 
as predictive agents were the Ohio $tat© Psychological Examination,
Iona 18$ the American Council Psychological Examination! the high school 
average; the Purdue English Placement feet; and first semester college 
freshman marks* In addition to these general measures, separate marks 
in English, mathematicst science, foreign language, and social science
Varnado, op* clt*, p* 58.
®® T* D. D* Qnaid, "A Study in the Prediction of College Freshman 
Marks,** (unpublished Doctor*s dissertation, Oklahoma University, Herman, 
1837), 151 pp.
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on both high school and college levels were used# Many correlations 
were computed and ten regression equations were dereloped for the pro* 
diction ©f college freshman marks, predicted marks were analysed.
He found that there was little difference in the predictive value of 
high school average and the Ohio State Psychological Examination when 
the whole group was used. However, the high school marks predict college 
marks for boys bettor than for girlsj the Ohio State Psychological Exami- 
nation scores are better for boys in the lower part of the curve, while 
for the upper part the reverse is true* The American Council Psycho* 
logical Examination is Inferior to either the high school average or 
the Ohio State Psychological Examination. The correlations between high 
school subjects and college subjects were not high enough to justify 
the traditional practice of requiring specific high school credits as 
a prerequisite to college success. The analysis in this study was very 
thoroughly done. However, his conclusions may b© questioned from the 
standpoint of adequacy of sample, as there were only one hundred forty 
students included In the study.
Moyse,3^  in a study of the predictive value of the American 
Council Psychological Examination at Louisiana State University involv­
ing the freshman students who entered in 1936, made the following con­
clusions!
1. fher© Is a positive and significant correlation between the 
A# C. S. Psychological Examination and total college achievement 
for first semester freshmen.
Jacquelyn P. ttoyse, *The Predictive Value of the American 
Council Psychological Examination," (unpublished Master’s thesis, 
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1934), 33 pp.
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3* The predictive value of the A. 0# E. Psychological Examina­
tion is greater than that of either the Helson-Benny Heading Test 
or the Purdue English Placement Examination, and is as reliable in 
predicting total achievement as a composite of the three*
S* In every case except Chemistry success in specific subjects 
(English, History, Social Science» and Mathematics) may be almost 
as well predicted from the psychological totals as from specific 
aptitude teats end related parts of the psychological examination*®7
Bjft
MeOehee®® made a study of the relationship between scores on the 
American Council Psychological Bxamlnation and freshman grades at Worth 
Carolina State College In 193$. The study Involved S89 freshman stu­
dents* The students were separated Into ten deciles on the basis of the 
psychological test scores* Be did not calculate any correlations, but 
worked out a table showing the per cent of A*s, B#a, C*®, etc*, In each 
decile* The study showed a clear relationship between high grades and 
high psychological scores* A clearer picture of the relationship is 
shown when the deciles are arranged in three groups as follows; Group X# 
deciles 1-3} Group II, deciles 4-75 Group HI, deciles 8-10* The middle 
ranges showed slight value In predicting success. He concludes that?
The indications from this preliminary study of the relationship 
between scores on the American Council Examination to academic 
grades and survival at Berth Carolina &tat© College are that the 
American Council Examination Is an instrument of value In predict­
ing academic success during the freshman year at college. Its 
value, perhaps, is greater in predicting success or failure of 
students who score in the higher and lower ranges than in middle 
ranges of the examination, and in predicting high or low rather 
than middle rank scholastic grades•
Moyse, op* oit * * pp* 89-30.
38 William McGehee, "Freshman Grades and the American Council 
Psychological Examinations? School and Society* XLFII (February 18, 
1938), PP* 832-34*
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mMJfSXB OF FH&SJMAIMl'EAR ACRIEVEJMT
This chapter of the study presents an analysis of aehieveinsnt iaa 
the freshman year la terms of the following criteria* The American 
Connell on Education Psychological Examination* The Purdue English 
Placement Test, The H©lson~D©my fading Test, rank in high school 
graduating class, the composite rank on Psychological Examination, 
English Test, and Reading Test* and the composite rank on Psychological 
Examination* English Test, Beading Test* and high school rank. Of the 
1027 students Included in this study, 923 remained In school throughout 
the freshman year* Of the 923 people who finished the first year, 
only 602 entered the various colleges, A great m&nj of the students 
did not return t© school the second year, and some of them remained 
in the Junior Division because they were not eligible to enter any of 
the colleges.
The analysis in this chapter is made from two standpoints.
First, the group is studied by means of coefficients of correlations 
second, fey means of distribution tables* Correlations were computed 
between point*hour rati© for the freshman year and the six criteria 
listed above*
The composite score for the Psychological Examination* English
Test, and Reading Test was secured fey adding the decile ranks on the
three tests and dividing into three groups as follows: group 1, total
ranks 3-11; group 2, ranks 12*20; group 3* ranks 21*30. This composite
score will be referred to as composite P. M* R« in the future.
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TABLE I
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS PREDICTIVE CRITERIA
AND m s AVERAGE FOR THE FIRST YEAR
Coefficients ot Correlation
Criteria Men Women Total
Psychology .54 .os 662 .58 .03 261 .53 .02 923
English .55 • OS 657 .57 .03 26 2 • 55 .02 919
Reading • 51 • OS 510 .51 •03 228 .50 #02 738
tPER • 58 .02 510 .57 .03 227 .58 •02 737
H. 3# Rank • 50 .03 283 • 57 .04 163 • 56 .02 446
£FER & Rank
Bl::;,lT,:ras,sarra:
.66 .02 247 .69 .03 145 .65 • 02 392
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TABLE XX
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT IB RELATION TO STANDING ON THE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
• 0-,9)
Average 
(Pt*-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2*0-3.0) Total
No. * No* 1o No * %
1 15 9*3 65 40*1 62 50*6 16®
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
z
3
4
5
m
01
97
129
19*1
40*3
54*2
69*0
114
102
70
53
58*8
50.7
43*6
28*3
43
18
4
5
22*2
9*0
2.2
2*7
194
201
179
187
Total 359 412 IS® 923
1 19 10*2 79 42*5 88 47.3 186
2 30 16*1 116 62*4 40 21.5 186
En
gl
is
h
3
4
87
103
41.6
58*9
109
65
52.2
37*1
13
7
6*2
4*0
209
175
5 u s 72*4 42 25.0 3 1*8 163
Total 357 411 151 919
1 16 11*0 Uv 39*7 7® 49*3 146
2 37 23*6 @4 53*5 36 22.9 157
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
58
75
37*3
51.4
87
63
55.®
43.2
11
8
7*1
5.5
156
146
5 87 63*4 42 31*6 4 3*0 133
Total 273 334 131 738
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TABLE II (continued)
freshman ACRTmmmv m  relation to satmnm m  tot 
ENTRANCE examinations and hi® school hank
Below Ave. Average Above Ave.
Quintile (Pt.-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. rat io
Rank .0-.9) 1.0-1.9) 2.0-3.0) Total
• No. % No. % No. 1o
1 13 a.3 77 49.4 66 42.3 156
CO 2 39 44*8
AA■gET# 50.6 4 4.6 87
03COi—1o 3 42 59.1 29 40.8 0 0.0 71
*CO 4 31 51*7 26 43*3 3 5*0 60
tn 5 57 79.S 14 19*4 1 1*4 78
Total 182 190 74 446
of those in the first quintlle division of the Psychological Examination 
made below average, or marks of B or Ti slxty~five or 40*1 per cent 
fell in the average group* or made marks of Cj and ©ighty*twot or 50*6 
per cent made above average or marks of B or A* The remainder of the 
table is read in a similar manner. The table is self-explanatory* and 
does not require detailed comment* However* there are a few significant 
features that it might be well to point out* Tor a student in the 
first quint lie division of either of the four criteria the chances are 
approximately only one in ten that he will fall in the helow~average 
group* that is* make a mark of D or Ft while for a student in the fifth 
quint 11© division* the chances are about seven in ten that he will fall 
in the below-averago group. The student in the first quint lie division
50
has appraxisaately two chance© in five of being in the average group,
while the student in the fifth quint11© division has only a little
over on© chance in four of being in the average group* The chance© of
falling in the above-average group are approximately on© in two for a
student in the first quintlle division, while the chance© are only
approximately one in fifty if he la In the fifth quintlle*
It will be noted also that the distributions are fairly ©on*
©latent from one quintlle to the other for the Psychological Sxamlna-
tion, English Test, and Beading Test, but not so consistent for high
school rank* A student in the fourth quintlle division has less chance
of falling in the below-aver&ge group and a better chance of falling
in the average and above-average groups than a student in the third
quintlle* This discrepancy in the distribution for high school ranks
may be explained from two standpoints* In the first place the number
of students involved is considerably smaller than for the other ©r±-
terla, and the distribution may have been affected accordingly. In
the second place the students were ranked without reference to sis© of
high school graduating class, and it is generally conceded that ranks
for students In small graduating classes m m  not very significant*
4tGarrett found that limited significance ©an be attached to ranks of 
students In classes of less than thirty*
Table III presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
first-year men in terms of quintlle rank on the Psychological
* Homer L* Garrett, "Predictive Value of High School Records 
with Special Reference to Bank in Classfw (unpublished Doctor* © 
dissertation, Island Stanford university, Palo Alto, 1932), p. 102*
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TABLE lit
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT FOR MEN IN RELATION TO STANDING ON THE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS ANO HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave• 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
•0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave• 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. * No. *' No0 * '
X 10 8*7 46 40*0 59 51*3 115
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
aa
39
63
106
23*7
41*5
55*3
72.X
74
73
51
37
54.8
51*4
41*5
25*2
29
10
4
4
81.5
7*0
3.3
8.7
135
148
123
147
Total 275 281 106 668
1 IS 10*5 47 41.2 55 43,2 114
En
gl
is
h
2
3
4
ax
58
84
16 .4 
40*0 
63*2
77
75
AA■WTw
60*2
51.7
33.1
30
12
3
23*4
8*3
3*8
128
145
133
5 93 7X.5 36 26.3 3 2*2 137
Total 273 279 105 657
1 9 8*9 43 48*6 49 48.5 101
2 30 26*8 56 50*0 26 23*8 112
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
38
52
38*0
53*6
55
41
55.0
42*3
7
4
7.0
4.1
100
97
5 72 72.0 25 25*0 3 3*0 100
Total 30X 220 89 510
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TAELK XXX (continued)
FHE3KMAN ACHIEVEMENT FOE M m  XB RELATION TO STANDING ON THX
MPRANCE W m B M TIQN3 AND m m  SCHOOL HANK
Quintlle
Rank
Below 
(Pt,-hr. 
.0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1 .0-1 .9)
Above 
(Pt.-hr 
2 .0-
Ave.
. ratio 
3.0) Total
No. % No. # No. %
1 6 7*3 40 48.3 35 43.9 83
to 2 27 50*0 83 43.6 4 7.4 &JLtoClr—1 3 31 50.8 m 39.3 0 0.0 51O
CO 4 21 43*8 20 45.5 2 4.7 43
W 5 44 83.0 9 17*0 0 0.0 53
Total 129 113 42* 883
Exajaination, English Test, leading Test, and high school rank* The 
distribution follows rather closely the distribution previously pre­
sented for the total group* The chances that a man in the first quintlle 
division will make below average are slightly less then for a student 
in the first quintlle when the group is considered a© a whole. This 
is true for each of the criteria except for the English Tost, which 
remains practically the same. The distribution for high school rank 
is again somewhat erratic. The chances are only about one in fourteen 
that a student in the first quintlle division will fall in the below- 
average group, while in the second quintile the chances are approxi­
mately one in two of falling in the below-averag© group. The chances 
of falling in the below-averag© group are greater for a student in
the third quintiXe division than for the fourth, while the chances
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tabus nr
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT FOB WOMEN IN RELATION TO 3TAHDII3B ON TEE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS AND HICEH SCHOOL RANK
Quint ile 
Rank
Below Ave, 
(Pt .-hr. ratio 
, 0-, 9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1,9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2,0-3,0) Total
No. * ! No. % No, %
1 5 10*6 19 40*4 23 43,9 47
2 5 8.5 40 67.0 14 23*7 59
00orH 3 32 37*3 89 49.2 3 13.6 39
4 29 31*8 27 48.3 0 0*0 36
P*
5 23 57.8 16 40*0 1 8.5 40
Total 84 131 46 261
1 7 9*7 33 44*4 33 45.3 72
2 9 15*5 39 67.3 10 17.2 38
En
gl
is
h
3
4
39
19
45.3
43.3
34
21
53.1
50*0
1
3
1*6
4*7
64
42
5 20 76.9 6 23.0 0 0*0 86
Total 84 132 46 263
1 7 15*6 15 33.3 23 81.1 45
2 7 13*6 28 62.2 10 22.2 45
SP
T3
3 30 35.7 32 57.1 4 7.1 36
CDP3 4 23 46 .9 22 44.9 4 8.8 49
5 15 45*5 17 51.5 1 3.0 33
Total... 72 114 42 228
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TABLE 17 (continued)
m m m m  MmxMmmes t m  murn in relation to standing cm the
m r n m m  examinations m d  m m  school m m
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. % No, tfo
1 7 9*5 37 50*0 30 40.5 74
Cl
as
s
2 IS 36*4 01 63*6 0 0.0 33
3 11 @5*0 9 45,0 0 0,0 80
to 4 10 58*0 6 35,3 1 5.9 17
us 5 13 68,4 5 36*3 1 5,3 19
Total 53 78 38 _163
The distribution of point-hour ratios for first-pear average in 
terms of composite scores is presented in Table 7* The table is read 
in the same manner as Tabfte XX except that the composite scores are 
grouped as previously explained . A student in group one of the composite 
P. £• H. has approximately six chances in fourteen of being above average, 
nine chances in twenty of being average* and one chance in ten of being 
below average* In the middle group a student has a little over one 
chance in thirteen of being above average* eleven chances in twenty of 
being average* and nearly three chances in eight of being below average*
A student in the lowest group has a little over one chance in thirty- 
five of being above average* a little over one chance in three of being 
average* and five chances in eight of being below average*
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TABLE V
THE FIRST-YEAR AVERAGE FOR ENTIRE GROtJP 
IN TERMS OF COMPOSITE SCORES
Composite
Score
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0-,9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1 .0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2*0-3.0) Total
SE
ER
Tertile
Group No. $> No. % No. %
1 26 10*9 108 45.4 104 43.7 238
2 94 36.6 143 55*6 20 7.8 257
3 152 62*8 83 34.3 7 2*9 242
Total 27 2 334 131 737
03
CO
W
1
1 8 6.1 60 45*8 63 48.1 131
2 73 45*6 81 50*6 6 3.8 160
3 71 70.3 29 28.7 1 1*0 101
Total 132 170 70 392
A student in the upper group of the composite P* B. S* and H* S« 
Hank has a little less than cue chance la two of being above average, 
approximately nine chances is twenty of being average* and one chance 
is sixteen of being below average* In the middle group a student has 
approximately one chance in tw©nty~seven of being above average, one 
Chance is two of being average, and nine chances in twenty of being 
below average. A student is the lowest group has one chance in a 
hundred of being above average, two chances in seven of being average, 
and seven chances in ten of being below average*
Table VI and Table Til present the distributions of the point** 
hour ratios for wen end for women respectively in terms of the com* 
posite scores. These distributions show the same general trends as 
are shown in the distribution for the group as a whole presented in 
Table T* The percentage of men falling below average is slightly higher 
in every group than that of women*
Taking the three distributions into consideration, it may be 
stated that approximately ninety per cent of the students in the upper 
group of the composite scores are average and above for the first year*
Zn the middle group between fifty and sixty per cent are average and
♦
above, and in the lowest group nearly thirty per cent are average or 
above*
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m s  r nm wm m m  m m  m  rnms  or oowoam ocqobo
Composite
Score
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1 .0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
iPsW
Tertile
Group NO. fa NO. fa NO. fa
1 IB U*3 69 43*3 tO 44*6 x m
2 64 36,6 93 03*4 14 9*0 \ n
3 113 66*3 34 30*3 5 3*3 v m
Total BOX 220 89 5X0
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ER
 
and
 
H.
 
S. 
Ra
nk
1 4 5*3 34 40*3 3? 49*5 to
2 43 43*3 43 43*3 3 9*0 99
3 33 ?X*8 31 38.3 0 0*0 93
Total 104 103 40 349
mTABLE V II
the im m m  won vmsm in m  or composite scobes
Composite
Score
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
JE
ER
Tsrtile
Group No. f0 No. % No. %
1 0 Q Q O «r • ** 39 48.1 34 42*0 81
2 SO 36.6 46 56.1 6 7.3 83
3 33 51*6 29 45.3 3 3.1 64
Total 71 114 43 337
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PE
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an
d 
H.
 
S.
 
Ra
nk
1 4 7.1 36 46.4 36 46.4 86
2 25 41*0 33 54.1 3 4*9 61
3 19 67.9 B 38.6 1 3*6 38
Total 48 67 30 145
In the lowest group has eaten chances in ten of falling below ate rage
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TABUS VIII
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT IN RELATION TO STANDING ON THE 
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS FOB STUDENTS WHO ENTERED 
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Quintlie 
Ranlc
Below 
(Pt.-hr. 
,0-.
Ave, 
ratio 
9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. * No. % No* %
1 0 0*0 3 60*0 8 40*0 8
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
2
10
8
14*3
50*0
32*0
9
9
17
64.3
45.0
68*0
3
1
0
81*4
5*0
0.0
14
20
m
5 8 34*8 15 65*2 0 0.0 m
Total 28 53 6 ©7
1 0 0*0 3 75.G 1 25*0 4
2 2 13*3 10 66*7 3 20*0 15
En
gl
is
h
3
4
10
5
40*0
87*3
15
12
60.0
66*7
0
1
0.0
5*6
25
18
5 11 50*0 11 50*0 0 0.0 22
Total 28 51 5 84
1 1 14.3 6 85.7 0 0.0 7
2 5 41*7 4 38.3 3 @5*0 12
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
2
10
16.7
45.5
9
11
78.0
@0*0
1
1
8*3
4.5
12
28
5 7 38*9 11 61.1 0 0.0 18
Total 25 41 8 71
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Tjm& ix
wmssmrn a c h x i w m  in * m m  of c«posiot scoi®
ON TOE ENTRANCE KXA&OimTIONS FOR 3TTOEHT3 
TOO SSOTBRID TOE CQLI^GE OF AGRXCCJXOT88
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0**9)
Average 
(Pt*~hr. ratio 
1,0-1,9}
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2,0—3*0} Total
fertile
Group Ho* $ No, $ No. %
1 1 8*3 8 66,7 3 25,0 12
2 IS 46,2 13 50,0 1 3,8 26
3 IB 36,4 20 60*6 1 3,0 33
Total 25 41 5 71
group of the composite P. B« R, hue eleven chances 1b twelve of be tug 
overage or above, will I© a student in the lowest group has a little over 
five chances in eight of being average or above, and three chances in 
eight of being below average*
CCUPAHE90BB BA3BD m  TOE GOBmCIWfS OF CORMhAfXON
fable X presents the correlations between the various criteria 
and point-hour ratio for first year, for second year, for the average 
of the last three years, and for the average of four years. The 
highest correlations obtained are between first and second year achieve- 
jaont and between achievement for first year and average achievement
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tor the last three years* These correlations are *71 and *73 reepee-
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imm&xa or M m m m m f  fob toe i&st three tbaxb
TO TOagS OF TOS XXASOG^XONS
Table XX presents th© point-hour ratio® for the average of the 
last three year® in terms of the Psychological destination , the English 
Test, ana the Beading Test. In the first quint lie division of the 
Psychological Examination there were only three students, and all of 
them were average or above, while In the fifth quintlle division there 
were twenty-one, nineteen of whom were average and two below average* 
There were three students in the first quintlle division of the English 
Test, all of whom were average or above. Of the nineteen in the fifth 
quintlle division, seventeen were average, and two were below average. 
There were six students in the first quintlle division ©f the Beading 
Test. Of this number four were average, one above average, and on© 
below average. In the fifth quintlle division there were sixteen stu­
dents, fourteen of whom were average and two below average.
Table XXX, page 79, presents the distribution of the point-hour 
ratios for the average of the last three years in terms of the composite 
P* £. B. Of the eleven students in the upper group of the composite 
P. £» E,f ten were average and above, and only one below average. In 
the lowest group of the composite P. E* B. there were thirty-one stu­
dents. TWenby*mine of these were average or above, and only two below 
average.
The data presented in the two tables above indicate that a stu­
dent has a high probability of being average or above for the last three 
years in the College of Agriculture*
?a
TABLE XX
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE TEARS IN THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
IN TERMS OF THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Below Ave. Average Above Ave«,
Quint lie (Pt.-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. ratio (Pt,-hr . ratio
Rank .0-.9) 1.0-1.9) 2.0-3.0} Total
Ho. * No, % No, %
1 0 0*0 S 66,7 1 33*3 3
2 1 7,1 9 64.3 4 28,6 14
o 3 5 31*3 10 62,3 1 6.3 16oXJo>, 4 1 4*5
*
21 95*5 0 0.0 32
to
pH
5 2 9,5 19 90.5 0 0*0 21
Total 9 61 6 76
1 0 0*0 2 66.7 1 33*3 3
2 2 13*3 9 60.0 4 26.7 15
&01 3 3 13.6 19 @6 *4 0 0*0 22
rH
I 4 2 IS. 5 13 @1*3 1 6.3 16
5 2 10*5 17 89,5 0 0,0 19
Total 9 60 6 75
1 1 16*7 4 66*7 1 16*7 6
2 3 30*0 5 50.0 2 20.0 10
s?
■rH 3 0 0*0 e ao.o 2 20.0 10
ed
<12P5 4 1 4*5 20 90*9 1 4*5 23
5 Z 12*5 14 87*5 0 0*0 16
Total 7 51 6 64
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TABLE X U
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE YEARS m  THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
IB TER8SS OF COMPOSITE SCORE OH THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt*-*hr. ratio 
*0***9)
Average 
(Pt.^ hr. ratio 
1* 0**1 *9 )
Above Ave* 
(Ft*~hr* ratio 
8*0*5.0) Total
Tortile
Group No* No. % No* $
1 1 9*1 7 65*6 3 37.3 ill
Z 4 18*2 16 73*7 3 9*1 33
5 Z 6.5 38 90.8 1 3.3 31
Total 7 51 6 64
AHALY3I3 OF AGHIEWJil^ r^ FOR FOUR YEARS* WOHE XU TERMS OF
the entrance examinations
Table XXXI presents the distribution of the poi»t~hour ratios for 
the average of four years in terms of the Payohologi cal Examination, 
the English Test, and the Reading Test* It will tie noted that there Is 
very little difference between this distribution and the distribution 
for the last three years {Table XI)* The distributions are Identical 
for the above-average group for each quintil© division of the three 
tests* There are some slight variations for the average and below~ 
average groups for the two distributions* However, there la not more 
than one student difference between the two groups In any quintlle division*
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TABLE XIII
THE FOUR-TSAR AVERAGE IH THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
XK TERMS OF THE EHTRAIICK EXAMINATIONS
Quintil© 
Rank
Below Ave s 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0—•9)
Average 
(Pt *-hr» ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2*G-3*0) Total
No. * No* % No* 1°
1 0 0*0 2 66*7 X 33*3 5
2 X 7*1 9 64.3 4 28.6 14
GOo
Q 3 5 31*3 10 62.5 X 6.3 16
J=iO
TO 4 X 4*6 21 95.5 0 0.0 28
Ph
5 3 14*3 IB 35.7 0 0.0 21
Total XO 60 6 76
1 0 0.0 B 66.7 X 33.3 3
2 X 6*7 10 66.7 4 86.7 15
&TO•r-t 3 4 13*2 18 ©1*8 0 0.0 22
GO
[9 4 2 12*5 13 SX*3 X 6*3 16
5 3 15*3 16 ©4.2 0 0.0 19
Total XO 59 6 75
1 0 0*0 5 83*3 1 16.7 6
2 3 30*0 3 50.0 2 20.0 10
IP•i-4 3 0 0*0 3 80.0 2 20.0 XO
CD« 4 X 4*6 20 90.9 1 4*6 22
5 3 18*8 13 81.3 0 0*0 16
Total 7 51 6 64
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Table XIV shows th© distribution of th© point-hour ratios for 
the average for four years in terms of the composite P. B. R. This 
table is very much like the distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
the last three years in terms of the composite P. S. R. presented in 
Table XXI* There were eleven students in the above-average group of 
the composite P. IS, R*, all of whom were average or above. Of the 
twenty-two students in the middle group* fifteen were average, two above 
average, and five below average* There were thirty-on© in the below** 
average group, twenty-eight of whom were average, one above average, 
and two below average*
table xnr
TEE FOOR-TEAR AVERAGE IH THE COI&EQB OF AGRXCULTORE US TERMS OF 
COMPOSITE SCORE OK THE SHTRMCE EXAMXHATXOHS
Composite
FES
Below Ave* 
{Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0*#9)
t ~n "" 1 h1 *1Tr
Average 
{Ft*-hr* ratio 
X«0**X|9)
Above Ave* 
{Pt*~hr. ratio 
2*0-3.0} Total
Tertil©
Croup Ho* % Ho. $> Ho. £
1 0 0.0 8 72*7 3 27.8 11
8 5 28*7 13 68*2 a 9.1 22
3 2 6.3 28 90*3 1 3*2 31
Total 7 31 6 64
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The distributions for the average for the four years* work pre­
sented in Table XXII and Table XXV show approximately the same tendency 
as was shown by the distributions for the last three years * work 5 
namely* a student has a high probability of being average or above for 
the four years* work in the College of Agriculture*
ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEISENT FOE TBS SECOND YEAR AND FOB THE
AVERAGE CF THE LAST YHIS5E YEARS
Table XV presents the point-hour ratios for the second year in 
the College of Agriculture in terms of the point-hour rati© for the 
first year. Of the six students who made a point-hour ratio of from 
two to three in the first year, five of them maintained this point-hour
TABLE XV
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT XH RELATION TO SECOND-YEAR ACHIEVEMENT 
FOR STUDENTS XH THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Average
of
First
Tear
Average of Second Tear
Total
Below Ave. 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
#0~*9)
Average 
{Ft .-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-5.0)
No. # No. % No. %
2.0-3.0 0 0.0 1 16.7 5 83.5 6
1.0—1.9 11 20.8 «a 71.7 4 7*5 53
*0— 12 42.9 16 57.1 0 0.0 28
Total 25 55 9 87
S3
ratio in tbe second year and only one dropped down to the average 
group, or made a point-hour ratio of from one to one and nine-tenths* 
Of th© fifty-three students who were in the average group {point-hour 
ratio of from on© to on© and nine-tenths} in th© first year, eleven 
dropped to the he low-average group, thirty-eight maintained their 
average of on© to one and nine-tenths, and four reached th® above- 
average group in the second year* Of th® twenty-eight who were in th® 
be low-average group for th© first year, sixteen made the average group 
in the second year and twelve remained in the below-average group*
The table seems to indicate that the students who are in the upper 
group for th© first year tend to remain in the upper group in the 
second year; those in the middle group in the first year tend to drop 
somewhat in the second year; and those in the lower group the first 
year tend to rise to the average group the second year.
Table XVI shows the distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
the average of the last three years In the College of Agriculture in 
terms of the point-hour ratios for the first year. Of the four stu­
dents who were In th© above-average group for the first year, all 
remained In the above-average group for th© average of three years.
Of th© forty-six students in the average group for the first year, 
forty-two remained la the average group for the last three years, two 
made the above-average group, and two dropped to th© below-average 
group. Of the twenty-six who were in the below-averag© group for the 
first year, nineteen made th© average group, and seven remained In 
the 'btiLow-averag© group for th© last three years. This table indicates 
that students who are In the above-average group for the first year
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TABLE XU
wm&mum Ammrmsmr in relation to aghxevmot in the last
THREE TEARS IK THE COLLEGE OF A0RICHLTUHE
Average
of
First
Tear
Average of Last Three Tears
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
«0—,9)
Average 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave. 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
0,0— 3.0)
Total
Ho, % Ho. % Ho, $
0.Q-3.O 0 o.o 0 0.0 4 100.0 4
1*0-1.9 0 4*3 43 91.5 0 4.3 46
*0— *9 7 36.9 19 73,1 0 0.0 06
Total 9 61 6 76
tend to remain in th© above-averag© group Tor th© three-year average. 
Students in the average group tend to remain average, while there is a 
strong tendency Tor students in the below-average group in the first 
year to rise to the average group for the last three years.
smmABX
The data presented in this chapter indicate that the College of 
Agriculture draws approximately fifty per cent of its enrollment from 
students who rank in the lowest two-fifths of th© Psychological Examina­
tion, the English Test, and the Beading Test.
The correlations between the average for the freshman year and 
th© various criteria rang© from ,51 to ,56. Th© English Test gives 
th© lowest correlation, and th© composite P. B. R* the highest. The
as
correlations between th© various criteria and th© average for th© last 
three years range from *56 to *7S. The Beading Test give© th© lowest 
correlation* and the first-year average the highest* The correlations 
between the various criteria and the average for four years rang© from 
*48 to *57* The highest correlation is for the composite F* X* B* The 
English Test and the Heading Test tied for low*
The achievement in the first year seems to be a better index to 
achievement in the College of Agriculture than any of the predictive 
criteria studied* Of th© three entrance tests taken singly, the 
Psychological Examination seems to be the best*
The quintlie distributions indicate that a student ranking in 
the upper quintil® divisions of th© three entrance tests has a high 
probability of being average or above in the College of Agriculture, 
While those ranking in the lower quintile division© have a high proba­
bility of being average or below*
c h a f e s b  v
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Seventy-tfcroe or these were In the first quinttie division* and twenty
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TABLE XVII
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT IE RELATION TO STANDINB OS THE ENTRANCE 
EXAMINATIONS FOR STUDENTS NHO ENTERED THE CQLLBQE OF
ARTS AND sciencjs
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave , 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
•0-.9)
Average 
(Pt,-hr, ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt^ -hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. # No. % No, %
1 0 3.9 23 41.1 20 50.0 56
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
3
12
9
9
13.6
34.3
23.1
40.9
34
30
21
13
57.6
61.3
65.6
54.3
17
7
Z
1
28,0
14.3
6.3
4.5
59
49
32
22
Total 43 130 55 218
1 6 3.2 51 43.5 36 49.5 73
En
gl
is
h
2
3
4
7
12
12
14*6
26,7
40.0
30
38
16
63.5
62.2
53.3
11
a
2
22.9
11.1
6,7
43
45
30
5 5 25.0 14 70.0 1 5*0 20
Total 42 119 55 216
1 4 7.0 24 42.1 29 30,9 57
2 9 19*1 27 57.4 11 23.4 47
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
10
5
32.3
17.9
17
21
54.8
75*0
4
3
18*9
7,1
31
28
5 7 31.8 12 54.3 3 13.6 22
Total 35 101 49 185
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in the fifth. In the upper two-fifths there were 181 students , end 
only fifty in the lower two-fifths.
@f the 185 students who had scores on the Heading Test, fifty- 
seven were in th© first quintile division and twenty-two in the fifth 
quintlle. In th© upper twe-flfths there were 104 students, and only 
fifty in the lower two-fifths.
The above data show that the College of Arts and Sciences draws 
over fifty per oent of its enrollment from students ranking in the 
upper two-fifths of th© three entrance tests* This is Just opposite 
to what was found for the College of Agriculture.
mMXXBlS OF F I B 3 T A C m O T S B O T
Table XFXI presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
freshmen who later entered the College of Arts and Sciences* In com­
paring this distribution with the distribution for th© freshman group 
as a wholet as shown In Table IX, page 54, it is seen that for th©
College of Arts and Sciences the percentage of students falling In the 
below-averag© group Is considerably smaller than for th© group as a whole.
The distributions for the three entrance tests are fairly con­
sistent • However, there are a few inconsistencies. Th© chances are 
greater that a student in the fourth quiatile division of the English 
Test will fall in the below-averag© group than for a student in the 
fifth quint 11© division. A student in the third quint lie division of 
the Heading Teat has a greater probability of falling in the bo low- 
average group than a student at the fourth quint lie* These discrepancies
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could very well be an© to the small number of students ranking at these 
quintilea*
It will be noted that for a student ranking in the first quintlle 
division of either the Fsyehological Examination, the English Test, or 
the Beading feat the chances are approximately one in twelve that he 
will fall In the below-averag© group, a little over two chances in five 
that he will fall in the average group , and one chance in two that he 
will faH in the above-average group♦ the distribution of those ranking 
in the fifth quint lie division of the three entrance tests is not m  
consistent * A student ranking in the fifth quiatile division of the 
Psychological Examination has two chances In five of falling below 
average, five chances in nine of being average , and one chance In twenty- 
two of being above average* A student ranking in the fifth quint lie 
division of the English Test has one chance in four of being below 
average* seven chances In ten of being average, and one chance In twenty 
of being above average* A student ranking in the fifth quintile division 
of the Reading Test has a little over three chances in ten of being 
below average* approximately five chances in nine of being average# 
and a little lees than one chance in seven of being above average*
The distribution of point-hour ratios in terms of th© composite 
P. E. R* for freshmen who later entered the College of Arts end Sciences 
is presented in Table X7I1I. This table shows that a large proportion 
of the students entering the College of Art© and Sciences come from
the upper group of the composite P* E* B* In the last column of the
*
table it is noted that out of a total of 184 students, eighty-seven
os
TABLE Xnil
freshman ashx s m m m  in terms of composite score m  tbs
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS FOR STUDENTS M O  ENTERED 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt*~hr. ratio 
#0*f9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
i.0-1,9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
S*0~3*O) Total
Tortile
Group No* * No* # No* $
1 9 10*3 40 46,0 38 43*? 87
2 14 S3*? 38 64*4 7 11*9 39
3 IS 31.6 S3 60*5 3 7*9 38
Total 35 101 48 184
were in the tipper group and only thirty-eight in the lower group*
A student in the upper group of the composite P. B* R* has one 
chance in ten of being below average, approximately nine chances in 
twenty of being average, and a little over two chances in five of being 
above average* A student in the lowest group of the composite P. B, R* 
has approximately three chances in ten of being below average, three 
chances in five of being average, and a little over one chance in 
fourteen of being above average* Th© chances are a little less than 
one out of four that a student in th© middle group of the composite 
P* B* R+ will be below average, a little less than two out of three 
that he will be average, and a little more than on© out of nine that he 
will .to© above average*
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C O M P A R I S O N  B A S E D  O B  T H E  C O T F I C 3 M T 3  0 ?  O O B R S L A T X Q K
Table XIX presents the correlations between the various criteria 
and the point-hour ratio Tor the first year* for the second year, for 
the average of th© last throe years* and for th® average of four years* 
The correlations are all significant* since they range from nine to 
thirty-four times the probable error* the correlations for the first- 
year people who entered the College of Arts and Sciences are considerably 
lower than those for the first-year people who entered the College of 
Agriculture (Table 'Oil, page 70} or for the freshman group as a whole 
(Table X, page 33}« The highest correlations obtained are between 
first-year and second-year achievement, and between achievement for 
first year and average achievement for th© last three years. These 
correlations are *68 and *69 respectively*
Again it seems that past achievement is th© best index to future 
achievement, The eomposit© P* X* B* gives a higher correlation in 
every ease than either of the three entrance tests taken separately*
The Psychological Examination gives lower correlations than either th© 
English or Beading Tests, while for th© College of Agriculture the 
correlations for th© Psychological Examination are higher than those 
for either the English or Heading Tests* The English Test and the 
Beading Test seem to be of about equal value for predicting achieve­
ment* Th© correlation between the English Test and first-year achieve­
ment is higher then that between th© Beading Test and first-year 
achievement» while the reverse is true for th© average of th© last three 
years* Th© correlations are th© same for th© four-year average*
TABLE XXX
CORRELATIONS BEMEH ACHIEVMW W W& COXXBQS Of ARTS ABB 3COTCE3
m  the various predictive criteria
Criteria
Coefficients of Correlation
first Tear Second Tear
Average of 
last Three Tears
Average of 
All four Tears
r PI Ho. r PE Ho. r n Ho* r m  Ho.
Psychology ,46 ♦04 m m m m m  m m ♦45 *05 133 ,45 *05 123
English. .50 ♦03 m m m  m m .50 *05 133 *53 *04 133
Reading ♦45 ♦04 185 mm m m  m m .55 .05 108 .53 *05 ids
iPER ♦53 .04 184 m m  m m .57 .04 107 *59 *04 107
first Tear — m m *68 .oa m ♦69 *03 133 m m m m  m m
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Th© above table seems to indicate that the first-year achieve- 
meat is the best index to future achievement* The composite P* B« K* 
is next best* English and Beading are next* having about equal value* 
while the Fsychological Examination has the least value*
ANALYSIS OF M m m m m !  FOE TOE LAST TOBEB TEARS 
m  T®ms OF THE 'ENTIMRGE EXWESMSPIORS
Table XX presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for the 
average of the last three years in terms of the psychological Examina­
tion* the English Test* and the Heading Test*
Since the number of students is so small in each quint 11© divi­
sion, it was decided to consider the point-hour ratios in two groups* 
The average and above-average groups are considered together and con­
trasted with the below-avorage group* This division was taken since a 
student must make average or above in order to meet the requirements 
for graduation*
The distribution for the Psychological Examination Is fairly 
consistent* but is not so consistent for the English Test and Beading 
Test. The same inconsistency for students ranking in the fourth and 
fifth quint lie divisions of the English Test is found as in Table XFII 
for the freshman group* A student ranking in the second quintile 
division of the Heading Test has a greater probability of falling 
below average than a student ranking in the third qnintll©, and a 
student ranking in the fourth quin tile division has a greater proba­
bility of falling below average than a student ranking at the fifth 
quint lie*
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TABLE XX
AVERAGE OP THE LAST THREE YEARS IK THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES IN ' m m  OF THE MTHANCE EZAMKTATIONS
Qwintile
Rank
Below 
(Pt .-hr. 
.0-.
Ave, 
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0} Total
No. % No, * No. 1o
1 2 5*9 17 50.0 15 44*1 34
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
4
6
3
6
12*1
10.3
33.3 
42*9
20
22
4
8
60.6
60*3 
44 *4 
57.1
9
4
2
0
37*3
12*5
32*2
0*0
33
32
9
14
Total 21 71 30 122
1 4 7*8 25 49.0 23 43*1 51
2 2 8*0 17 68*0 6 24,0 25
En
gl
is
h
3
4
3
6
21*7
@0,0
17
6
73.9
80*0
1
0
4.3
0.0
23
12
5 4 36*4 6 54*3 1 9,1 11
Total 21 71 30 122
i 3 8*3 17 47.3 16 44*4 36
2 3 10.7 15 53*6 10 35.7 28
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
X
7
6*7
46.7
13
7
86.7
46.7
1
1
6.7
6*7
15
15
5 3 21*4 11 70.6 0 0.0 14
Total 17 63 28 10©
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There are approximately ninely-four chances in on© hundred that 
a student la th© first quint lie division of the Psychological Examina­
tion will he average or above, and only six chances In one hundred that 
he will he below average* A student In th© fifth quint 11© division has 
four chances in seven of being average and three chances in seven of 
being below average*
Th© chances are almost thirteen out of fourteen that a student 
in the first quint lie division of th© English Test will be average or 
above, and a little more than one chance in fourteen that he will be 
below average* In the fifth quint lie division a student has a little 
over five chances in eight that he will fee average or above, and a 
little less than three chances in eight of being below average*
A student in the first qulntii© division of the Heading Test 
has eleven chances in twelve of being average or above, and one chance 
in twelve of being below average. In the fifth qulntii© division a 
student has a little less than eight chances in ten of being average, 
and a little over two chances in ten of being below average*
Table 'X3TT shows th© distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
the last three years in terms of th© composite F. E, H. For a student 
la th® upper group of the composite P. 1. K. th© chances are approxi­
mately nineteen out of twenty that he will be average or above, and 
only one chance in twenty that he will fee below average. The distribu­
tions for the middle group and lowest group are very much alike, the 
chance® being approximately one in four that a student will fee below 
average, and a little less then three in four that he will fee average 
or above*
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TABLE XXI
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE TEAKS IK THE COLLEGE OF ARTS A ®  SCIENCES
IE TERMS OF THE COMPOSITE SCORE OH SHE ENTRANCE EXAMIHATIOHS
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Ft*-hr* ratio 
,0-,9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
1*0-1*9)
Above Ave, 
(Pfe.«*hr. ratio 
2,0-3,0} Total
Tortile
Group Ho* % Ho* $ Ho* #
X 3 5*5 38 50.9 84 43*6 55
3 9 37*3 33 66*7 3 6.1 33
3 3 36*3 13 68*4 1 5,3 19
Total 17 63 37 107
ANALYSIS OF ACHIEVEMEHT FOE FOUR YEARS* m m  IB TERMS Of
the entrance m u m m n o m
Table XIII shows the distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
the average for four years in terms of the Psychological Ibcamin&tion, 
the English Test, and the Heading Test* This table is very much like 
Table XX, which presents the distributions for the last three years 
and is discussed In a similar manner* The distribution for the Psycho­
logical Examination Is again rather consistent* The same inconsistencies 
appear for the students in the fourth and fifth QUintile divisions of 
the English and Heading Teats,
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TABLE m i
IBS FOUR-TEAR AVERAGE DI TBS COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
m  TERMS OF THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave e 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
• 0-, 9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave „ 
(Pt 0~hr. ratio 
2,0-3.0) Total
No. fo No. % No. %
1 0 0.0 13 52*9 16 47.1 34
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2 3 9.1 19 57.6 11 33.3 35
3
4
4
2
12*5
22.2
24
5
75*0
55.6
4
2
18*5 
22. 8
32
9
5 5 35.7 9 64.3 0 0.0 14
Total 14 75 33 123
1 0 0.0 26 51*0 25 49.0 51
2 5 12*0 16 64.0 6 24.0 23
Xiea‘iH 3 4 17.4 13 70.3 1 4.3 23
w
s 4 5 41.7 7 58.3 0 0.0 12
5 2 13*2 0 72.7 1 9.1 U
Total 14 75 33 122
i 1 2*8 18 30*0 17 47*2 36
2 3 10.7 14 50.0 11 39*3 28
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
2
4
13.3
26.7
11
10
73.3
66.7
2
1
13*3
6.7
15
15
5 2 14.3 12 85.7 0 0.0 14
Total 12 65 31 108
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TABLE XXIII
the atebage in the college oar arts and sconces in
TERM3 cep COMPOSITE SCORE ON THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
Composite
FEE
Below Ave* 
(Ft*—hr* ratio 
*0»«9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
1,0-1.9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt*-hr. ratio 
a,0-3,0) Total
Tortile
Group No* # No. No. fo
1 a 3*6 26 47.3 37 49,1 53
a 6 13«S 33 75*0 3 6,1 33
3 4 31*1 14 73.7 1 5.3 19
Total 13 65 30 107
ANALYSIS OF ACHIETOMEKT FOE THE SECOND TEAK AND FOE THE
AVERAGE FOB THE LAST THEBE YEARS
Table XXIV presents th© point-hour ratios for the second year in 
the College of Arts and sciences In terras of the point-hour ratio fear 
the first year. Of th© fifty-six students who were in the above- 
average group (point-hour ratio of from two to three) la the first 
year, thirty-five were in the above-average group for th© second year,
nineteen were In the average group, and two dropped below average. Of
the 119 students who were In the average group (point-hour ratio of 
gram one to one and nine-tenths) for the first year, eleven reached
TABLE XXIV
FKESBMAN ACHUVMOT IK RELATION TO BECGOT^TEAR ACHIEVEMENT 
FOB STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Average of Second Veer
Average
Of
First
Tear
Below Ave, 
(Ft,-hr, ratio 
*G-,9)
Average 
(Ft,-hr* ratio 
1,0-1,9)
Above Ave* 
(Ft,-hr, ratio 
S«0—3*0)
Total
Ho, 51 Ho, $ Ho, $
£,0-3,0 2 3,6 19 33,9 35 66,5 56
1,0-1,9 43 36*1 65 54,6 11 9,6 119
,0— ,9 2? 62.3 16 3*,a 0 0,0 43
Total ?S 100 46 213
the above—average group, sixty—five remained la th© average group, and 
forty-three dropped to the belcw-average group Tor the second year.
Of the forty-three people in the below-averag© group {point-hour ratio 
of fro© zero to nine-tenths) for th© first year, sixteen made th© 
average group and twenty-seven remained below average the second year#
This distribution seems to indicate that the students who are In th© 
above-average group for the first year tend to drop to th© average 
group th© second year; those in the average group for the first year 
have a greater tendency to fall to the below-averag© group the second 
year than to rise to th© above-average groupj those in th© below-averag© 
group for th© first year tend to rise to th© average group th© second year. 
Table XXV presents th© point-hour ratios for th© average of th© 
last three years in the College of Arts and Sciences in terms of the
X03
TABLE XXV
fhesbmab achxeveuekt nt helatiob to achiefbmemt fob the last
THESE YEAK3 IH THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND 3CH33CE3
Average
of
Tirst
Tear
Average of Last Three Tears
Total
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0-*9)
Average 
(Ft*-hr. ratio 
11*0—1*9}
Above Ave. 
(Pfci-hr* ratio 
2*03.0)
No* ■ $ , No* * No. %
2*0—3*0 0 0*0 15 38*5 24 61,5 39
1 *0-1*9 14 22*6 42 67.7 6 9.7 62
*0— #9 7 35*3 14 66*7 0 0.0 21
Total 21 71 30 122
point—hour patios for the ft pat year. Of th© thirty-nine students who 
were in the above-average group for the first year* twenty-four remained 
in th® above-are rag© group for the three-year average, and fifteen 
dropped to the average group. Of the sixty-two students who were in 
the average group for the first year, forty-two remained in the average 
group for the average of th© three years, six made the above-average 
group, and fourteen dropped to the below-average group. Of the twenty- 
one students who were in the below-average group for th© first year, 
fourteen made the average group and seven remained in the be low-average 
group for the last three years. This table shows almost the same 
tendeney as Is shown by Table XXIV for the second-year average.
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From the data presented in this chapter it appears that the 
College of Arte and Sciences draws approximately fifty per cent of Its 
enrollment from students ranking in th® upper two-fifths of the 
Psychological Examination* the English. Test* and the Heading Test*
The coefficient a of correlation between the various criteria and 
the average for the freshman year range from *45 to *53* The composite 
P* £« £• gives the highest correlation* end the Beading Test the 
lowest* The correlations between the average for three years and the 
various criteria rang© from *45 to *69* The first-year average gives 
the highest correlation with the average for three years* and the 
Psychological Examination gives the lowest. The correlations between 
the four-year average and the various criteria range between *45 and 
•59* Th® composite P. E. B. gives the highest correlation* and th® 
Psychological Examination the lowest. These correlations* while high 
enough to denote a definite relationship* are entirely too low for the 
purpose of predicting individual scores*
The quint lie distributions Indicate that a student ranking at 
the first or second quint lie divisions of th® Psychological Examina­
tion* the English Test* or th® Beading Test has a high probability of 
asking the average or above-average group in the College of Arts and 
Sciences* while the student ranking at the fourth or fifth quint lie 
divisions has a high probability of falling in the average or below- 
average group.
CHAPTER Ft
mALYBis of M m g m m m z  m  c m & ® m  oj o m m m n
xos
m m m  n
AKALY3IS or A G H X M !  IK THS COLLHJjS OF CQ8MS0&
This chapttr presents an analysis of achievement in the College 
of Commerce, Students were admitted to the College of Commerce from the 
Junior Division in 1955 upon the following conditions: (1) by completing
In their freshman year at least twenty-four semester hours of work and 
a minimum of twenty-four semester quality credits, covering required 
courses for the first-year students in the University; (2) by completing 
during the first and second years at least forty-eight semester hours 
of work with forty-eight semester quality credits, including the courses 
for the freshman year,
The criteria used in making the analysis In this chapter are: 
the American Council Psychological Examination, the Purdue English 
Placement fast, the Ke 1 son-Dexmy Beading Test, the composite P« B* B#t 
and the first-year achievement*
The work done In the second year, v/ork done in the last three 
years, and work done in all four years is analysed for the College of 
Commerce, The analysis of achievement for the freshman year in the 
Junior Division is made also, to be used as a background for the other 
years*
The analysis of achievement in the second year Is based on 
first-year achievement • The analysis of achievement for the last 
three years is based on the Psychological Examination, the English
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Placement treat, the Beading Teat, the composite F, £, H*, and first- 
pear achievement* The analysis of achievement for the four years* work 
ia based on the Psychological Examination, the English Placement Test* 
the Beading Teat, and the composite P. £• St,
The following questions are considered in this chapter:
1* What type of students, as shown by the three entrance tests, 
enters the College of Commerce?
2» What is the relation between achievement in the College of 
Commerce and the predictive criteria listed above?
There were SOB students who completed the work in the Junior 
Division and entered the various colleges of the University, Seventy- 
six, or 13,6 per cent of this number, entered the College of Commerce* 
The last column of Table 3OTX shows the distribution of these students 
according to standing on the Psychological Examination, the English 
Test, and the Seeding Test, A large proportion of the students enter­
ing the College of Commerce were in the second and third quintile 
divisions of the three entrance tests*
Of the seventy-six students who had scores on the Psychological 
Examination, twenty-six were in the second quintile division and twenty- 
four were in the third quintile division, Fifty out of the seventy-six 
were in the second and third quintile divisions taken together.
There were seventy-five students who had scores on the English 
Test, Twenty-five of these were In the second quintile division, and 
sixteen in the third, or a total of forty-one in the two together.
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TABUS XXVI
VBBSESm ACHIEVEMENT 331 RELATION TO 3TANDIW ON THE 
ENTRANCE EXAMINAITCfflS BOR STUDENTS WHO ENTERED 
THE COLL0OE OP COMMERCE
Quintile
Rank
Below Ave, 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
.0-,9)
Average 
(Pt.*hr. ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above 
{Pt o-hr 
2.0-
Ave.
• ratio 
3.0) Total
Ho. * No. * No, %
1 0 0*0 5 45.5 6 54.3 IX
>>
a*
r— iOJ=l
2
3
1
5
3*8
13*3
16
20
61.5
Q« «
9
1
34.6
4.8
26
24
03PU|
4 4 36*4 6 54*5 1 9.1 11
5 0 0*0 3 73*0 1 25.0 4
Total a 50 13 76
1 0 0*0 6 40.0 9 60*0 15
2 0 0*0 ao 80*0 5 20.0 25
&03•t—1 3 a xa.s 12 75.0 2 12,5 16
U0
A 4 a 20,0 7 70.0 1 10.0 10
5 4 44*4 4 44*4 1 11*1 9
Total e 49 18 75
1 0 0*0 3 37.5 S 62.5 a
2 0 0*0 15 71.4 6 23.6 21
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
a
6
9.1
42*9
18
6
81,8
42.9
2
2
9*1 
14* 3
22
14
5 0 0*0 a 100.0 0 0.0 2
Total a 44 15 67
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Twenty-one of th© sixty-seven students who bad scores on the 
Reading Test mere in tb© second quintile division, and twenty-two In 
the third, making a total of forty-three is the two divisions*
fh© above data show that approximately sixty per east of the 
students entering the College of Commerce com© from the second and 
third quintile divisions of the three entrance tests*
ahaltsxr of FiRsr-yMR M m i m m m
Table XS71 presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
freshmen who later entered the College of Commerce* The percentage 
of students falling in the b©low-average group is smaller for the 
College of Commerce than it is for either the group as a whole, the 
College of Agriculture, or the College of Arts and Sciences.
Bet a single student in the first quintile division of either 
the Psychological Examination, the English Test, or the Heading Test 
fell in the be low-average group* The same thing holds true for stu­
dents In the fifth quintile division for the Psychological Examination 
and the Heading Test* However, there are only four students involved 
on the Psychological Examination and two on the Heading Test. Of the 
nine students in the fifth quintile division of the English Test, four 
were below average and five average or above.
The number of students in each quintile division of the entrance 
tests is so small that definite conclusions cannot be drawn* It is 
even difficult to indicate definite trends* It might be said with 
some degree of assurance that a student ranking in the upper two-fifths
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of either of the entrance testa has a high probability of being average 
or above*
The distribution of point-hour ratios la terns of th© composite 
P* R* R* for freshmen who later entered the College of Commerce is 
shown In Table X2C7IX. The last column in this table shows that almost 
half of th© students entering th© College of Commerce com© from the 
middle group of th© composite P* E* R* Of th© twenty-two students in 
th© upper group of th© composite P. R* R* , all wax© average or above*
Of th© thirty students in the middle group, twenty-eight w©r® average 
or above, and only two below average* Right of th© fourteen students
TABLE x m i
wasasam j e m m m m ®  in terns o f composite score on the
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS FOR STUDENTS WIQ ENTERED 
THE COLLEGE OF C (MERCK
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt *-lir* ratio 
#0*«9)
Average 
(Ft*-hr* ratio 
1*0—1*9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
2*0-3*05 Total
Tertil©
Group No, % No* $ No* $
1 0 0*0 11 ©0*0 11 50*0 ZZ
Z Z 6*7 85 83,3 3 10*0 30
3 6 43*9 7 50*0 1 7*1 14
Total a 43 1© 66
XIX
in th© lowest group mere average or above, and six were below average.
The data presented in the above tables seam to indicate that 
tke students entering the College of Commerce do not rank as high on 
the entrance tests as those entering the College of Arts and Sciences* 
but they rank considerably higher than those entering the College of 
Agriculture*
ccacpABisoss B&3&D oh m  oomwtGtmm m  m m m j m m
Table XXtTXX presents the coefficients of correlation between 
the various criteria and the point-hour ratios for the freshman year* 
for the second year* for the average of the last three years* and for 
the average of all four years for the College of Commerce* The eorre- 
lotions range from *46 to ,?3, and are all significant* since they are 
from six to sixteen times their probable errors* The lowest correlation 
is between the English Test and the four years* average* and the highest 
is between the composite P. E. E. and the four years* average, The 
correlations between the first-year average and the various criteria 
differ very little from those for the group as a whole (Table XI* 
page 54), or the College of Agriculture (Table XX, page ¥4), while 
they are considerably higher than those for the College of Arts and 
Sciences (Table XVIX, page 89). The correlations for the last three 
years and for all four years differ very little from those obtained 
for the College of Agriculture* but are considerably higher than those 
obtained for the College of Arts and Sciences*
tabie x m n
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ACHXEVEJSE-ST IN TEE COLLEGE Of OOKHSRCE 
m>  THE VARIOUS PREDICTIVE CRITERIA
Coefficients of Correlation
Criteria First Tear Second Tear
Average of 
last Three Tears
Average of 
All Four Tears
r m Ho* r PI Bo* T PE Bo* r PS Ho*
Psychology •51 *06 76 — mum *54 *07 50 *54 *07 50
English *56 *05 75 — *54 *07 50 •49 *07 50
Heading *59 •05 67 <b*p *55 *07 45 *99 *07 45
im t .69 *04 66 *►#!» *69 *05 46 *7B *05 46
First Tear — i m *69 *04 76 *66 *05 50 -  — xxz
to denote any definite trends. However, It might be pointed oat that
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lations of th© two teats are the seise for th© average for the three
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TABUS XXIX
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE VEAR3 IE THE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
XH TERMS OF IBS ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Quintile
Rank
Below 
(Pt .-hr. 
.0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1 <,0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
2,0-3.0) Total
No. * No, fo No. %
1 0 0.0 5 03.3 1 16.7 6
>»w
of-H
2
3
3
2
13.6
12.5
16
14
73.7
07.5
3
0
13*6
0.0
22
16
J§O 4 1 25.0 2 50.0 1 23*0 4
5 0 0.0 2 100.0 0 0.0 3
Total e 39 5 SO
1 1 9.X 9 si.a 1 9.1 11
2 2 10.0 15 75.0 3 13.0 20
En
gl
is
h. 3
4
1
2
10.0
40.0
9
2
90.0
40.0
0
1
0.0
20.0
10
5
5 0 0.0 4 100.0 0 0.0 4
Total 6 39 5 50
1 0 0.0 2 40*0 3 60.0 5
2 2 15.4 11 04.6 0 0.0 13
Re
ad
in
g
3 2 10.0 1? 85.0 1 5.0 20
4 X 14.2 5 71.4 1 14,3 7
5 0 0.0 1 100.0 0 0.0 1
Total 5 36 5 46
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student a in the first and second quintile divisions of either of the 
entrance tests tend to he average or ahove for the three years’ work* 
while those in the fourth and fifth quintile divisions tend to he 
average or below*
Table XOL presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for the last three years in terms of the composite F* E, R* For a 
student in th® upper group of the composite P, E* R* th® chances are 
eight out of nine that he will be average or above* while there are 
nineteen chances out of twenty-one that a student in the middle group 
of the composite P* S* H» will be average or above* There are six
V A W f v  t v y  AiUUyw JnutUv
AVERAGE 07 THE LAST THREE TEARS £7 THE COIXBOE OF COMKEHCE 
IN TESaJS OF COMPOSITE SCORE OH THE EBTRAHCB EXAMINATIONS
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt*~hr, ratio 
•0—*9)
Average 
(Pt*-hr* ratio 
1,0-1,9)
Above Ave* 
(Ft,-hr, ratio 
3,0-3,0) Total
Tortile
Group Ho* $ Ho* * Ho, %
1 2 11*1 XZ 66*7 4 32*3 18
2 a 9,5 17 31*0 2 9,5 31
3 i 14*3 6 85*7 0 0*0 7
Total 5 35 6 46
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chances la s a w  that a student la th© lowest group will be average, 
and only on© chance la a©van that he will be below average*
MWX3X& OF AGSXEFMSIIT FOE FGUH YK&m' WGHX IH TEHMS 
OF THE ESTRANGE S.SAMXfJA!TIOHS
Table XXXI shows the distribution of the point—hour ratios for 
the average for four years In terms of the Psychological Examination, 
the English Teat, and the Heading Test* This table Is very much life© 
Table X2EXX, which shows the distribution for the average of the last 
three years* The number of students in each quintile division of the 
three entrance tests is too small to Justify any definite conclusions* 
The same trends are evident in this distribution as were found for the 
average for the last three years in Table XXIX; namely, that students 
in the first and second quintile divisions tend to be average or above, 
while those in the fourth and fifth quintile divisions tend to be 
average or below*
The distribution of point-hour ratios for the average of four 
years in terms of th© composite P. IS* E* is shown in Table XXJ&t.
This distribution is so -nearly like the distribution for the average 
for the last three years presented in Table XXX that it is not deemed 
necessary to give a detailed discussion here*
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TAEUE XXXI
9HE FOtJR-TOtAR AVERAGE IB THE C0LU5GE OS' COMMERCE
IB TERMS OF IEEE EKTRAJJCE S3AMIHATI01S
Quintile
Rank
Below 
(Pt.-hr. 
♦ 0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
1*0-1,9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
2,0-3,0) Total
No. # No. % No. %
1 0 0*0 4 66,6 a 33,3 6
&oH
2 a 9*1 10 81,8 a 9.1 22
3 i 0*3 15 93.0 0 0,0 16
J4
4 i 25.0 2 30.0 i 23.0 4
5 0 0.0 a 100,0 0 0.0 a
Total 4 41 ' © 30
1 0 0.0 8 92,9 3 27.5 11
2 1 5.0 19 05,0 a 10.0 20
En
gl
is
h
3 X 10.0 9 90,0 0 0.0 10
4 X .20,0 8 60,0 i 20,0 3
5 X as.o 3 73,0 0 0,0 4
Total 4 40 6 50
1 0 0.0 a 40.0 5 60,0 5
2 X 7.7 li 84.6 1 7.7 13
SDet4HT*
3 X 5.0 18 90,0 1 5,0 20
CD 4 a 28.6 4 87.1 1 14,3 7
5 0 0.0 1 100,0 0 0,0 1
Total 4 .. _ ..... 36 6 46
us
TABLE XXXIX
THE TOGR-TEAR AVERAGE IK THE COLLEGE 07 COMMERCE IK TERMS 07
COMPOSITE SCORE OK THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATICffiSS
Composite
vm
Below Ave* 
(Pt .-hr. ratio 
*0—*9)
Average 
(Pt .-hr* ratio 
1*0—1*9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
a*o-3*o) Total
fertile
Group Bo* £ Bo* £ Bo. £
1 1 5.6 13 72*S 4 22.2 1©
a 1 4*0 1© 85*? a 9.3 21
3 a 28.6 5 71*4 0 0.0 7
Total 4 36 6 46
ANALYSIS OF ACflXCTEKBBT 70S TEE SECOND YEAR AC© 70S
TEE AVERAGE EC® THE LAST THREE YEARS
Table XXXIII presents th© distribution of the point-hour rat ice 
for the second year in the College of Commerce In terms of the point-hour
ratios for the freshman year. Of the seventeen students who were in
the above-average group (point-hour ratio of from two to three) for the 
first year* eight were in the above-average group for the second year* 
and nine dropped to th© average group. Of th© fifty-two students in th© 
average group (point-hour ratio of from on© to on© and nine-tenths)* 
thirty-four remained in th© average group for th© second year, two
1X9
TABLE XXOXX
wmsmsm achm m ssm  in relation to momD^UAB Mmmvmm® 
fob m r n m m  xn the college of ccmoshce
Average
of
First
Tear
l4**40th1 Second Year
Total
Below Ave* 
(Pt .-hr* ratio 
*0—*9}
Average 
(Pt*-hr* ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt*-hr. ratio 
S.0-3.0)
No* $ No. % No. %
S. 0—3*0 0 0.0 9 58.9 8 47.1 17
1*0—1*9 16 30*8 34 65*4 8 3*8 53
*0— *9 4 57*1 3 48*9 0 0.0 *
Total SO 46 10 76
reached the above-average group, and sixteen fell in the below-averag© 
group* Of the seven students In th® b@low-average group (point-hour 
ratio of fro® aero to nine-tenths), four remained in th© below-average 
group and three made the average group for th© second year* The above 
distribution seems to indicate that the students in the above-average 
group for th© first year tend to drop to the average group the second 
year; students in the average group the first year have a greater tendency 
to fall to the be 1 ow- ave rage group the second year than to rise to the 
above-average group; those in the b©low-average group the first year 
tend to rise to the average group the second year*
Table 2QQCC7 presents th© point-hour ratios for th© average of the 
last three years in the College of Commerce in terms of th© point-hour
ISO
TABLE XS3OTT
SmaH&AH ACHIEVEMENT IH RELATION TO ACHIEVEMENT 3DR THE 
LA3T THREE tSABS IN THE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Average
of
First
Year
Average of the Last Three Years
Total
Below Ave, 
(Pt,-hr* ratio 
,0**,9)
Average 
(Pt .-hr, ratio 
1,0—1.9)
Above Av®. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
3.0-3.0)
Ho. % Ho. * Ho, %
£.0-3.0 0 0,0 10 76.9 3 33,1 13
1,0-1*9 5 15*3 36 78.8 3 6,1 33
*0- #9 1 35.0 3 75,0 0 0,0 4
Total 6 m 3 30
ratios for the freshman year. Of th* thirteen students who wears In the 
above-average group for the first year, only three remained in th© 
above-average group the last three years, while ten dropped to the 
average group. Of th© thirty-three who were in the average group for 
the first year, twenty-sir remained in th® average group th© last three 
years, two made the above-average group, and five dropped to th© below- 
average group. There were four students In the below-average group th© 
first year. Three of these mad© th® average group th© last three years, 
and on© remained in th© below^averag© group. This distribution indicates 
that there is a definite tendency for students who are In the above- 
average group the first year to drop to the average group for the 
last three years $ students who are in the middle group tend to remain
l ax
Ia the average group; students in the below^averag© group tend to 
rise to the average group*
m m m t
It appear from the data presented In this chapter that the 
College of Commerce draws approximately sixty per cent of its enroll* 
ment from students ranking in the second and third quintile divisions 
of th® Psychological Examination, the English Test, and th# Beading 
Test,
The coefficients of correlation between the various criteria 
and the average for th© freshman year rang© fro® *51 to *69, Th© eom~ 
posit® P* E# R* gives the highest correlation, and the Psychological 
Examination the lowest* The correlations between the average for th© 
last three years and th© various criteria rang# fro® ,54 to *68. % ©
composite P* R« R, gives the highest correlation, while th# Psychologic 
cal Examination and English Test tie for lowest* The correlations 
between the average for four years and th# various criteria rang© from 
*48 to *78* The English Test give® the lowest correlation, and the 
composite p. E* R* the highest*
The composite P, E# R* seems to be a better Index to achieve** 
raent in the College of Commerce than any one of the predictive criteria 
used in this study* The Reading Test seems to b© a better index to 
achievement than either th© Psychological Examination or th# English 
Test*
The quintile distributions indicate that there 13 a definite 
relationship between a student's quintile rank on th© entrance tests
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and achievement In the College of Commerce. Students ranking in the 
upper quimtil© divisions have a high probability of being average or 
above In aohieventent, while those ranking in the lowest quintile 
divisions have a high probability of being average or below*
AJSA1X3I3 OF ACHIEVEMENT Bt *HB COUJ5GES OF EKQ1BEER1MB 
m >  PBHE j m  APPLIED SCXSKCK
CHAPT&H T O
iflSAOTs cr m  rm  cot&m m  m  wm xm m xm
MB  PITHS MB  APPLIED SCXWOE*
The Colleges of Engineering and Pore and Applied Science are 
combined for the purpose of analysts la this chapter* The number of 
students la each college was too small to justify separate treatment, 
so it was decided that the work done in these colleges was closely 
enough related to make the joint treatment feasible* These colieges 
will he referred to in the following discussion as the Technical Colleges*
In 1935, a student was admitted to the College of Engineering at 
the end of the first year of the Junior Division, with condition, If he 
had credit in the following subjects and had earned at least twenty** 
four quality credits; chemistry, eight semester hours; English, sir 
semester hours; mathematics, six semester hours (with a C average); 
mechanical drawing, six semester hours. To he admitted without condi- 
tlon, a student must have had credit in at least thirty-four semester 
hours of work, the above subjects Included, end must have earned at 
least thirty-four quality credits* At the end of th© second year of 
the Junior Division a student was admitted if he had at least forty- 
eight semester hours of work, the above subjects included, end had 
earned forty-eight semester quality credits •
1 The College of Pure and Applied Science is now called College 
of Chemistry and Physics.
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In 1933, students were admitted to the College of Pore and Applied 
Science at the end of the first year la the Junior Division, provided 
they had eredlt In at least twcnty-four semester hours of wort: and at 
least twenty—four quality credits* Students were admitted at the end 
of the second year in the Junior Division if they had forty-eight 
semester hours of work and forty-eight quality credits* All students 
were required to have the following creditst English 1-3, six semester 
hours; Mathematics 1-3, six semester hours; Chemistry 1-3, 3, and 3 or 
4, nine semester hours* For some of the courses six semester hours 
were required in mechanical drawing*
Th© American Council Psychological Examination, the Purdue 
Sngllsh Placement feat, the Nelaon-Denny Beading feat, the composite 
P« £. S*, and the first-year achievement are the criteria used in making 
the analysis*
The work done in the second year, work done in the last three 
years, and work done in all four years is analysed for the Technical 
Colleges* The analysis of achievement for the freshman year in the 
Junior Division is made also, to he used as a background for the other 
years,
The analysis of achievement in the second year is based on first- 
year achievement* The analysis of achievement for the last three 
years is based on the Psychological Examination, the English Test, the 
Beading Test, the composite F* B* R., and first-year achievement* The 
analysis of achievement for the four years1 work is based on the 
Psychological Examination, the English Test, the Beading Test, and 
the composite P* B* B*
1M
Th© following questions are considered in this chapters
1, Ehat type of students, as shown by the three entrance tests, 
enters the Technical Colleges?
S. What is the relation between achievement in the Technical 
Colleges and the predictive criteria listed above?
There ware 60S students who completed the work in the Junior 
Division and entered the various colleges of the University. Of this 
number 109, or 18*1 per cent, entered the Technical Colleges* The 
last column of Table XX? shows the distribution of these people accord* 
ing to standing on the Psychological Examination, the English Test, 
and the Heading Test. A large proportion of the students were in the 
upper quintile divisions of the three entrance tests.
There were 109 students who had scores on the Psychological 
Examination; of this number thirty-seven were in the first quintile 
division, and only eight in the fifth quintile division. Sixty-seven 
students were In the upper two-fifths, and only twenty-four in the 
lowest two-fifths.
Of the 109 students who had scores on the English Test, thirty- 
one were in the first quintile division, and only twelve in the fifth. 
There were sixty-two in the upper two-fifths and twenty-nine in the 
lowest two-fifths.
There were eighty-eight students who had scores on the Heading 
Test. Of this number twenty-seven were in the first quintile division, 
end only eleven in the fifth. Forty-seven were In the upper two-fifths, 
and only twenty—two in the lowest two-fifths.
The above data show that approximately sixty per cent of the
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TABUS XXXV”
achxevment t s  ke&atxon to standing on tsb 
m z B m m  n K m m m x o m  for m m m s a  m o
3OTEKSD THE TECHNICAL COIMOSS
Quintile
Rank
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
• 0 - . 9 )  '
(Pt
Average 
•~hr, ratio 
1 . 0 - 1 . 9 )
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2 , 0 - 3 . 0 ) Total
No. % No fo No. *
1 a 3 * 4 1 4 3 7 . 3 4fc"1 S5JU 5 6 * 8 3 7
w
2 e 2 0 , 0 1 9 6 3 * 3 5 1 6 . 7 3 0
r~i
5
o
05
p*
3
4
4
5
2 2 . 2
1 8 , 7
I B
1 1
6 6 * 7
6 3 . 8
a
2
1 1 * 1
1 2 * 5
1 8
1 6
5 4 5 0 . 0 3 3 7 * 5 i 1 2 . 5 8
' Total 1 9 8 9 3 1 1 0 9
1 a 6 * 5 1 3 4 1 , 9 1 6 5 1 * 6 5 1
2 3 9 . 7 1 3 5 8 , 1 1 0 3 2 . 3 3 1
A
w**H 3 2 1 1 * 1 1 4 7 7 . 8 a 1 1 , 1 1 3
Ctf)
a 4 7 4 i *  a 8 4 7 , 1 a 1 1 , 8 1 7
5 5 4 1 . 7 6 50*0: l 8 . 3 1 2
Total 1 9 5 9 3 1 . .. JL09_„...
1 1 3 . 7 n 4 0 * 3 1 5 5 5 , 6 8 7
2 4 2 0 . 0 8 4 0 . 0 8 4 0 . 0 2 0
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
2
4
1 0 . 5
3 6 . 4
1 5
6
7 8 , 9
54.5
a
i
10*5
9.1
1 9
11
5 7 63.6 3 27.3 i 9.1 11
Total 1 8 4 3 8 7 88
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the composite P. &« R. has approximately nineteen chances in twenty
i m
TABLE xnm
w m a m m  M m m r n m ®  m  m s u m m  to composite score oh the
IOTRAHCE EXAMIlmTIOMS POE 3TUDEKT3 WHO 1HTEHEB 
THE TECHHICAL COLLEGES
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0—*9 )
Average 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Ft .-hr. ratio 
2.0*3.0) Total
•fertile
Group Ho. * Ho* $ Ho.
1 3 5.3 15 39.5 ai 55.3 %K*
a 7 31*9 31 65.6 4 12.5 32
3 9 50.0 7 98.9 3 11.1 18
Total 13 43 m 83
of being average or above* while a student in the lowest group of the 
composite P. 5. R. has one chance in two of falling below average*
CGICPABI30HS BASED OH THE CQEFTXCOTTS CP CORRELATION
Table XXXVII shows the correlation between the various criteria 
and the point-hour ratio for first year* for second year* for average 
of the last three years* and for the average of four years. The corre­
lations range fro® *41 to *71, and are all significant* since they are 
fro® six to twenty-three times their probable error* The lowest corre­
lation is between the Beading Teat and the average for th© last three
TABUS 73X311
CORRELATION BEWEEN AGHIEVMOT IN THE TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
m  THE VARIOUS PREDICTIVE CRITERIA
Coefficients of Correlation
Criteria First Tear Second Tear
Average of 
last Three Tears
Average of 
All Four Tears
r m Ho* r m  Ho. r m Ho. r m  Ho.
Psychology .53 .05 109 is1 essei eeaMt .53 .06 71 .53 •05 71
Tfrngllah .50 .05 109 •43 .02 71 .55 •06 71
Heading .05 88 •41 •07 58 .50 .0? 58
$PSB .65 •04 38 **•* M t  « « •62 .05 GO .66 .05 58
First Tear mm- .71 .03 109 •69 •04 71 SMMp
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years, and the highest la between flrst*«year achievement and second** 
ywar achievement* The correlations for the last three years are con** 
slderably lower than those for the first year or for all four years*
The first-year achievement seems to be the best index to future 
achievement in the Technical Colleges* The composite P* E* B* is next 
best, while the Psychological Examination is the best of the entrance 
tests tafcen singly.
The correlations between the first**year average and the various 
criteria are very much like those obtained for the group as a whole, 
for the College of Agriculture, and for the College of Commerce, while 
they are somewhat higher than those for the College of Arts and Sciences* 
The correlations for the average of the last three years are slightly 
lower than those obtained for the College of Agriculture, for the 
College of Arts and Sciences, and for the College of Commerce* The 
correlations for the average of four years are slightly higher than 
those obtained for the College of Arts and Sciences, and are about the 
same as those obtained for the College of Agriculture and for the 
College of Commerce*
ANALYSIS OF A0EIEVMEOT FOB THE LAST TEM5 YEAH3 
IN TERMS OF W M  ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Table XXXVIII shows the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
the average of the last three years in terns of the Psychological 
Examination, the English Test, and the Beading Test. This distribu­
tion shows that the per cent of students falling below average is
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TABLE XXXVIII
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE YEARS XU THE TECHNICAL COLLEGES
XH TERMS 07 THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Quintile 
Hank
Jpelow Ave. 
(Pt.~hr. ratio 
. 0- • 9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr, ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above 
(Pt.-hr 
2.0-
Ave.
. ratio 
3.0) Total
No. * No. * No. %
1 0 19*2 12 46*3 9 34.6 26
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
7
4
5 
3
38*9
33*3
33*6
30*0
9
6
4
2
50*0 
50*0 
44 *4 
33*3
3
2
0
1
11.1
16.7 
0*0
16.7
18
12
9
6
Total 24 33 14 71
1 3 14*3 12 57.1 6 23 * 6 21
2 6 28*6 8 33*1 7 33*3 21
am-r~fr—tI
3
4
6
6
30*0
34*5
6
4
50.0 
36 *4
0
1
0.0
9.1
13
11
5 3 50*0 3 50.0 0 0*0 6
Total 24 33 14 71
1 3 17.6 9 52*9 8 29*4 17
2 3 31*3 7 43*8 4 25*0 16
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
6
1
46 * 2 
20.0
6
3
46*2
60*0
1
1
7.7
20*0
13
5
5 4 57*1 3 43.9 0 0.0 7
Total 19 23 11 58
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considerably larger than it is for the first~year average# This is 
the reverse of shat was found for the College of .Agriculture, the 
College of Commerce, and the College of Arts and Sciences*
A student in the first quintile division of the Psychological 
Examination has a little over four chances in five of being average 
or above, while a student in the fifth quintIX© division tea only 
one chance in two of being average or above*
There are sir chances in seven that a student in the first 
quintil© division of the English. Test will be average or above, while 
a student in the fifth qulntile division ha® on© chance in two of 
being average or above#
A student in the first quint il© division of the Heading Test 
has a little less than five chances in sis; of being average or above, 
and a little over one chance in six of being below average, while a 
student in the fifth quint il© division has approximate ly four chances 
in seven of being below average*
Table XXXXZ presents the distribution of point-hour ratios 
for the average of the last three years in terms of the composite 
P* B. B* A student in th© upper group of the composite P. E. B* has 
ten chances in thirteen of being average or above, while a student in 
the lowest group of the composite P# B# B# has on© chance in two of 
being average or above* A student in th© middle group has seven chances 
in eleven of being average or above v and four chances in eleven of 
being below average *
The number of students involved in Table XXXVXI! and 
Table XXXIX is rather small, and th© statements mad© above with
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TABLE X m X
am m xm of rag last tehee ysar3 ih rag mcncAi. ooli»is xb tbhms 
of rag composite scorb on the ehtrabce ctamhatxoes
Composite
tmtJrJnSX
Below Av©# 
(Ft .-hr. ratio 
*0~*9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt*-hr. rati© 
B.0-S*O) Total
Tertile
Group Bo# % Bo. # Bo* #
1 e 23*i IB 46.2 3 30*3 36
2 0 3d #4 12 54.5 2 9*1 22
3 5 30*0 4 40.0 1 10.0 10
Total 19 23 11 33
reference to these tables should be takes, as denoting trends rather then 
definite conclusions.
AHALY3I3 OF AOHXETOMT FOB FOUR YEARS* WOK XH 
TEJRSSS OF THE SBTRABGE m m t n i m o m
Table XL sherds the distribution ot point-hour ratios for the 
average for four years In terms of the Psychological Examination, the 
English Test, and th© Heading Test*
A student in th© first quintile division of th© Psychological 
E x a m i n a t i o n  has twelve chances in thirteen of being average or abovet
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TABLE XX.
TBS KKJR-XEAB AfESAOl XS THE TKCHHICAE C0IXB0E3
m  terms or tee ertrahce kmbmtxc®®
Quintile 
Rank
Below 
{Pt.-hr. 
• 0— •
Ava • 
ratio 
9)
Average 
(Pt.«hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
{Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. £ No. % No. %
1 3 7*7 13 57.7 9 34*6 36
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
3
3
3
4
16*7
16*7
33*3
66*7
13
9
6
1
73*3
75*0
66*7
16.7
3
1
1
1
11*1
8*3
11*1
16*7
18
IS
9
6
Total 13 AA, 14 71
1 3 9*5 13 61*9 6 38*6 31
2 a 9*5 13 61.9 6 38*6 at
En
gl
is
h
3 l 8*3 11 91*7 0 0*0 13
4 5 45*5 5 45*5 1 9*1 11
5 3 50.0 2 33.3 1 16*7 6
Total 13 44 14 71
1 1 5*9 11 64*7 5 29.4 17
2 4 25.0 8 50*0 4 33*0 16
Re
ad
in
g
3 3 33.1 10 76.9 0 0 *0 IS
4 1 30*0 3 60*0 1 20.Q 5
5 4 57*1 2 38*6 1 14.3 7
Total 13 34 11 58
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while a student in the fifth quint lie division has only one chance in 
three of being average or above#
There are nine chances in ten that a student in the first quint lie 
division of th© English Test will be average or above * while the chances 
ore on© in two that a student in th© fifth quintil© division will be 
average or above#
A student in the first quint il© division of th© Beading Test has 
nearly nineteen chances in twenty of being average or above# while a 
student in th© fifth quint il© division has three chances in seven of 
being average or above*
Table X U  presents th© distribution of point~hour ratios for the 
average for four years in tenas of th© composite P. X* R* A student
TABLE XIX
THE JOTH-YEAR AVERAGE IK THE TECHNICAL GOUXOES IK TEHMS OP 
CC&POSITE 3CQRE OH THE EKTRAHCX KXAMINATIOHB
!fflTaa.:r::raae
Composite
PER
Below Ave* 
(Ft*~hr* ratio
Average 
(Pt*~hr. ratio 
1.0*1 *9)
Above Ave*. 
(Ft.~hr. ratio 
8*0~3*0) Total
Tertile
Group Ho. $ Ho* % Ho* $
1 3 11.5 15 57*7 8 50*8 26
Z 5 22.7 16 72.7 1 4*5 22
5 5 50*0 3 50*0 2 20*0 10
Total 15 54 IX 53
vm
in the upper group of the composite P. B* H* has approximately eight 
ohanees in nine of being average or above, while he has only on© chance 
in two of being average or above if he is in the lowest group of the 
composite P. E. R. A student in the middle group has approximately 
seven chances in nine of being average or above, and two chances in 
nine of being below average •
ANALYSIS 0®* ACBXEVMSRT FOR THE 3EC0NB YEAH M P
for the Am m m for the bast m m & rs jm
Table XLIX presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for the second year in the Technical Colleges in terms of the point-hour 
ratios for the first year* Of the thirty-one students who were in the 
above-average group (point-hour ratio of from two to three) in the
TABLE XLXX
freshman M m r n m m s  w  relation to a M m w m m m  
for m m m m  m  tub technical cm &m m
Average
of
First
Year
! 1 of Second Year
Total
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0—*9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
S.0-3.Q)
Ho. & No. Bo. fo
2*0-3.0 X 3.2 IB 38.7 18 58*1 31
1.0-1*9 26 44.1 29 49*2 4 6*8 59
♦0— #9 13 68.4 6 31*6 0 0.0 19
Total 40 47 m 109
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first year, eighteen were in the above-average group for th© second 
Tear, twelve were in the average group, and ©a© dropped below average* 
There were fifty-nine students in the average group {point-hour ratio 
of from one to one and nine-tenths) for th© first year* Twenty-nine 
of these remained in th© average group for the second year* twenty-six 
dropped below average, and only four reached the above-average group*
Of the nineteen who were in the below-average group (point-hour ratio 
of from aero to nine-tenths) for the first year, thirteen remained below 
average the second year and six were in the average group* This distri­
bution Indicates that the students in the above-average group the first 
year tend to drop to the average group the second year; those in the 
average group the first year tend to drop below average the second year; 
those in the below-average group the first year have a greater tendency 
to remain is the below-average group the second year than to rise to 
the average group*
Table XLXIX presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for the average of the last three years in the Technical Colleges in 
terms of the point-hour ratios for th© first year* There were twenty- 
three students who were in the above-average group for the first year*
Of this number, twelve remained in th© above-average group for the 
average of the last three years, and eleven dropped to th© average 
group*
Of th© thirty-six students who were in the average group for 
the first year, eighteen dropped below average for the last three years, 
sixteen remained in th© average group, and two reached the above-average
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TABUS M I X
n m m a m  M m m m m e  m  m g u m m  to achievement tern *sm
1A3T TKHEE TE.AHS 2B THE TECHNICAL O C U S
Average
of
first
Tsar
Average of last Three Tears
Total
Below Ave* 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt#-hr. ratio
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave* 
{Ft#~hr. ratio 
S.0-3.0}
So* £ Ho . * Bo. £
S.0-3*0 0 0*0 11 4.7.8 IS 3S*a 25
1*0-1*9 18 30*0 16 44*4 a 5*6 m
*0— *9 £ 30*0 6 SO.0 o 0*© IS
Total 84 33 14 n
group* Thore wore twelve students who were in the below-average group 
the first year. Sir of these remained in the be low-average group, and 
six rose to the above -ave rage group. This distribution indicates that 
students in the above-average group the first year have approximately 
one chance in two of falling in the average group for the last three 
years; those in the average group the first year have one chance in two 
of falling in the below-average group; those in the below-average group 
have one chance in two of rising to the average group*
m m m e
The data presented in this chapter indicate that the Technical 
Colleges draw approximately sixty per cent of their enrollment from
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the English Test, and all six were below average. A student in the fifth
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t a b u: xliv
FHSSBMAN ACHIEVEMENT IK HELATIGH TO 3TAHDXKG OK THE EKTRABCE 
EXAHIHATIOHS FOB m n  WHO EHTE3ED TOAHHRHa college
Below Ave, Average Above Ave *
Quintile (Ft .-hr. ratio (Ft.-hr. ratio (Ft.-hr. ratio
Rank .0-,9) 1.0—1.9) 2,0-3.0) Total
No. * No. % No* *
1 0 0*0 9 34*6 17 65*4 26
2 0 0*0 IS 75.0 5 85.0 20
toorH 3 a 36.4 9 40*9 3 28.7 m
x!
&03Pn
4 10 41*7 14 53.5 0 0*0 84
5 9 45*0 11 55.0 0 0.0 80
Total 37 58 87 118
1 0 0.0 16 43.3 81 56.8 37
2 3 11*1 18 66,7 6 82.2 87
XJto•iH 3 8 40.0 13 60.0 0 0.0 20
«1D
S 4 9 42.9 12 57,1 0 0*0 21
5 0 100.0 0 0.0 0 0*0 6
Total 26 58 87 111
1 0 0*0 5 21*7 IS 78.3 23
2 4 16.7 16 66*7 4 16.7 24
% 3 3 18.3 11 68*8 2 12.5 16
US
4 9 47.4 9 47.4 1 5.3. 19
5 4 40.0 6 60.0 0 0*0 10
Total 30 47 85 92
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qulntlle di via ion. of the Hooding Test has three chances In five of 
being average*
Table XLV presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for freshmen who later entered the Teachers College in terms of the 
composite P. E* R. Hot a single student in the upper group of the
composite P. ®. R* fell below average, while a student in the lowest
group has a little less than one chance in two of being below average#
A student in th© middle group of the composite P. E« R* has three
ehanees in ten of being below average, and seven ehanees in ten of 
being average or above*
TABLE XLV
7HSSE93AH M M T m m m P  IK OTRSSS OP COMPOSITE SCORE OK THE EHTRAKCB 
EXAMINATIONS TOR SOTP3MPS WHO M®EE© TEACHERS CWUMt
Composite
PER
Below Ave# 
{Pt .-hr. ratio 
»0-#9)
Average 
(Ft.-hr. rati© 
I*0-1*9)
- Above Ave* 
(Ft .-hr. ratio 
2*0-5*0) Total
Tortile
Group Ho# £ Ho* Ho* $
1 0 0*0 17 44*7 21 55*3 38
2 10 30.3 19 57.6 4 ia*i 35
3 10 47.6 11 52*4 0 0*0 21
Total SO 47 25 92
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COMPARISONS BASED ON COEFFICIENTS W  CORRELATION
Table XLVI presents the correlations between the various cri­
teria and the point-hour ratios for first year, for second year, for 
the average of the last three years, and for the average of all four 
years* The correlations are fairly high, and are significant* They 
range from eleven to twenty-five times their probable errors* The 
correlations for the Teachers College are, in general, higher than 
those for any of the other colleges previously presented in this 
study* They range from *54 to *75* The highest was between first-year 
and second-year achievement* There were two correlations of *54, one 
between the Psychological Examination and the average for four years, 
and one between the English Test and the average for the last three 
years*
The composite P* E* B* seems to be the best index to future 
achievement in the Teachers College • The Heading Teat seems to be a 
better index to achievement in the Teachers College than either of 
the other entrance tests, since it gives higher correlations for the 
last three years and for all four years than either the psychological 
Examination or the English Test*
TABLE XLY1
C0EBELAII0K3 BBTWKBK ACHEVMKT 1H THE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
AKD THE YAfilOtS PKEBICTIYE CHITEKCA
Criteria
Coefficients of Correlation
First Fear Second tear Average of last Yhree Years
Average of 
All four Years
r PS No. r PS Ko. r PS lb, r PE Ho.
Psychology .61 .06 m **«» nn» .56 ♦05 90 *54 .05 SO
tBgliah jm .06 XXX **» «■*» .54 .05 89 .3? .05 39
Reading .60 ♦04 n ««•» JAW* .63 .05 ?3 .61 .05 73
ixsr .69 .04 n — *■** m m .?g .04 ♦TO .04 73
First Year — — . m ♦03 n g .68 .04 92 m m —
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TABLE XLVII
AVERAGE OP THE LAST THREE TEARS IN THE TEACHERS COLLEGE
IN TEI9SS OF THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
,0-* 9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1,0->1*9)
Above Ave, 
(Pt.^ hr, ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. No, fo No, %
1 0 0,0 10 45.3 12 34.5 82
HD O r—1orH
2 0 0*0 10 76*9 8 83.1 13
3 4 22,2 12 66.7 2 11*1 18
O ->>to 4
5
2
1
9*5
6.5
13
15
@3.7
93*3
1
0
4*8
0.0
21
16
Total 7 65 16 90
1 X 3*3 14 46*7 1© 50*0 30
2 0 0*0 19 90*3 2 9*5 21
En
gl
is
h
3
4
3
B
18.8
11*8
13
14
81*3
82,4
0
1
0*0
5*9
16
17
5 X 20,0 4 80.0 0 0*0 5
Total 7 04 18 89
1 0 0*0 3 18*8 13 81*3 16
2 Z 10*0 15 75*0 3 15*0 20
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
Z
0
14*3
0*0
11
13
78*6
92*9
1
1
7.1
7.1
14
14
5 0 0*0 9 100*0 0 0*0 9
Total 4 51 13 73
100
Table XLVIII presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
the average of the last three years in terns of the composite F# E. R«
It will be noted that a student in the upper group of the composite 
F* 5* S* has four chances in seven of being above average, and three 
chances in seven of being average* A student in the middle group 
has one chance in twenty-nine of being above average, nine chances in 
eleven of being average, and on© chance in seven of being below average* 
A student in th© lowest group of th© composite P* 3S. 1* has on© chance 
in sixteen of being above average, and fifteen chances in sixteen of 
being average#
table xrrai
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE YEARS IK TIE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
IE TERMS GF COMPOSITE SCORE ON THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Composite
PER
Belov Ave* 
(Ft#~hr* ratio 
• G-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-whr* ratio 
1.0-1,9)
Above Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
Z.0*3.0) Total
Tertile
Group No. * So. % So. %
1 0 0*0 IS 42.9
1 11.1)1! m rjmti a. .mi *■ util Liin.il 1 mm
16 87.1 28
Z 4 13.S 24 82.8 1 8,4 29
3 0 0*0 18 98.8 1 6.3 16
Total 4 SI I* IS 78
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TABLE XLXX
THB FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE Di TBS TEACHERS COLLEGE
IN TERH3 OF THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Quintile 
Hank
Below Ave. 
(Ft .-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Ft„“hr, ratio 
2.0-3.0} Total
No. * No. % No. *
1 0 0*0 11 50.0 11 50*0 m
>>(sOopH
J§o>>
2
3
4
0
2
3
0*0
11*1
14.3
10
14
18
¥6.9
77*7
85.7
3
3
0
23.1
11*1
0*0
13
13
21
P*
5 1 6*3 13 93*3 0 0.0 16
Total 6 68 16 90
1 0 0*0 16 53*3 14 46.7 30
2 0 0.0 19 90*5 3 9*5 21
En
gl
is
h
3 2 12*5 14 87*5 0 0*0 16
4 2 11*8 15 88*2 0 0*0 17
5 2 40*0 3 60*0 0 0.0 ©
Total 6 m 16 39
1 0 0.0 4 25.0 12 75.0 16
2 2 10*0 15 75.0 3 15*0 20
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
0
0
0.0
0.0
13
14
93*9
100*0
1
0
7.1
0.0
14
14
5 0 0*0 9 100*0 0 0*0 9
Total 2 55 16 73---------
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TABU! X.
sms four-year average in the teachsr3 coixeo® in terms of
COHPOSTTE SCORE OH SHE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
Composite
PER
Below Ave. 
(Pt*-hr* ratio
*0—*0 }
Average 
(St.-hr. ratio 
1*0—1,9)
Above Ave, 
(Ft,-hr. ratio 
2, 0-3.0)
Total
Tortile
Croup Ho* * Ho, $ Ho, %
1 0 0*0 13 46,4 15 33.6 38
a a 6*9 36 09.7 1 3.4 29
a 0 0.0 16 100.0 0 0,0 16
Total a 55 16 73
ANALYSIS OF ACHXSVSSECT FOR SOS 3SC0ND YEAR AND FOR SHE
AVERAGE FOR TEE LAST THREE YEARS
Table LI preseats the distribution of tfee point-hour ratios for 
the second year In Teachers College in terms of the point-hour ratios 
for the freshman year* There were twenty-seven students In the above- 
average group (point-hour ratio of from two to three) for the first 
years twenty-two were above average the second year, four were average, 
one dropped below average* Of the fifty-eight students in the
average group {point-hour ratio of from one to one and nine-tenths}
for the first year, forty-eight were average the second year, two rose 
to the above-average group, and eight dropped below average* There
184
TABLE
rassmiAK actootmst ie wsLwxm to agoc^-mH aokotmebt
TOE STUBEMJS W  m &  TCAg»BBS OOHJIOB
Average of Second Tear
of
First
Tear
Below Ave* 
(Pt*-hr* ratio 
*0-*9)
Average 
(Ft*~hr* ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave* 
(Ft*-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0)
Total
Bo* £ BO* Bo* %
2*0—3*0 1 8*7 4 14*8 m  81.8 37
1*0-1.9 a 13*6 4© 82*8 © 3*4 58
*0— *t 9 33*3 ie 59*3 2 7.4 27
Total 18 ©8 26 118
wre twenty-seven in th© below-average group (point-hour rati© of from 
aero to nine-tenths) for the first year. Bin© of these remained below 
average for the second year, sixteen were average, and two above average. 
This distribution indicates that for students in the Teachers College 
there is a tendency for those above average in the first year to remain 
above average the second year; those average th© first year tend to be 
average the second year5 and those below average the first year tend 
to be average the second year*
Table LII shows the distribution of point-hour ratios for th© 
average of the last three years in Teachers College in terras of the 
point-hour ratios for the freshman year. Of the twenty-four students 
above average for the first year, seventeen remained above average the 
last three years, and seven were average. There were forty-eight
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TABLE Lit
FRESHMAN ACHIEVEMENT IN RELATION TO A m M f  FOR THE 
LAST THREE YEARS IN THE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Average
of
First
Tear
Average of Last Three Tears
Total
Below Ave. 
(Ft*~hr. ratio 
#0***9 )
Average 
{Pt,*hr. ratio 
1.0-01*9)
Above Avs* 
(Pt,~hr* ratio 
2*0-3.0)
Bo, % No* % No, #
3 *0*3»0 0 0*0 9 39*3 17 70.8 34
1.0-1.9 4 8*3 43 87*5 8 4,3 48
*0* *9 $ 13*0 14 30.0 1 8.0 m
Total 9 63 30 98
students in the average group the First year; forty-two of these 
remained average the last three years, four dropped below average, end 
two rose above average* Of the twenty students who were below average 
the first year, only three remained below average for the last three 
years, sixteen were average, and one was above average* This table 
shows the same tendencies as were pointed out for Table LI.
ffiM&Am
The students entering the Teachers College are fairly well dis»
*
tributed among the various quint lie divisions of the three entrance 
tests, with possibly a few less students in the fifth quint lie division 
than in the other divisions.
correlations between the various criteria and the first-
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chapter X3C
muxxsm m  M m m m m ®  of tbm total group
This chapter presents an analysis of achievement of the second 
year, th® last throe years* and all four years of college based on the
total group* The criteria used fa wridng the analysis are* the\
Psychological Examination, the English Test* the Beading Test, the 
high school rank, the composite P* W* R*» the composite P* B* R* sad 
H. S« Bazik* and first-year achievement* First the group is studied as 
a whole, and then the men and women are studied separately*
AKALX3IS OF AOEllTOmT FOB TBE LAST S E 1  T3SAR3 BASED
o n  Q m m x G s m m  m  o o w m j m m
Table LIII shows the correlations between the various criteria 
listed above and the average for the last three years for the whole 
group, for the women, and for the men* The correlations range from .43 
to *76, and are significant, since they are baaed on a fairly large 
number of cases and are from eleven to thirty-el$ht times their 
probable errors* The correlations for the total group rang© from *45 
to *71* The Psychological Examination and the Heading Test, each at 
*45, show the lowest correlation, and the first-year achievement the 
highest* For men the correlations range from *43 to *70* The Heading 
Test shows the lowest correlation, and the first-year achievement the 
highest• The correlations for women range from *50 to *76* The
isa
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TABLE LIII
COHHKLATIOM3 BETWEEH THE VAHJ0U3 FKEDICTXVB CRITEHIA 
AHD THE AVERAGES FOB THE LAST THHEE TEAKS
Criteria
Coefficients of Correlation
Yotal Men Women
'” ' 9-
X m Ho. x FB Bo# X m Be#
Psychology .45 #03 430 #46 #03 334 • 53 *04 144
English •46 #03 438 ♦47 #03 334 .50 #04 144
Reading #45 #03 359 •43 #04 339 •56 •04 130
tPSR • 53 #03 358 #57 •03 339 .64 #03 139
H* S. Rank • 53 •03 331 #60 .04 131 #53 #04 100
^PER & Rank #61 #03 311 .63 •04 133 •69 ♦04 39
first Year • VI .03 430 #70 *03 335 *76 .03 145
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TABLE LIV
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE YEARS IK TEJSS&S OF THE
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIOHS AND HIGH SCHOOL RARE
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-,9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above
(Pt.-hr
2.0-
Ave.
. ratio 
3.0) Total
No. % No. * No. %
1 6 6*6 47 31*6 38 41*8 91
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
3
3
4
5
15 
31
16
35
19*5
33*3
22*9
35.9
64
64
50
AA
62.1
08*1
71*4
62*9
21
9
4
1
20*4 
9*6 
5*7 
1 *4
103
94
70
70
Total 86 269 73 428
1 11 9.3 62 52*3 43 33.1 118
2 13 12*6 @8 66*0 22 21*4 103
En
gl
is
h
3 19 22*1 66 76*7 1 1*2 36
4 34 35*8 39 53*2 4 6*0 67
5 19 35*3 34 03.0 1 1*9 54
Total 86 269 73 428
1 8 9.9 35 43*3 38 46*9 81
2 16 18*2 53 60*2 19 81.6 m
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
U
14
15*5
20*6
54
49
76*1
73*1
6
8
8*5
7*4
71
68
5 14 27*5 37 73*5 0 0.0 51
Total 03 228 68 359
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TABLE 1X7 (continued)
AVERAGE OF THE LAST TEHEE YEARS IN TMmS OF TEE
entrance examinations and m m  school rank
-
Quintile
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. % IJo. %
1 4 3.4 76 64.4 38 32*2 118
w 2 10 25,0 m 78*5 1 2.5 40
dr-)O 3 7 30.4 16 69.6 0 0,0 23
•
CO 4 11 40.7 16 59,3 0 0,0 37
5 11 47,8 18 32*2 0 0,0 23
Total 43 149 39 231
A student in the first quint 11© division of the English Test has 
a little over three chances in eight of being above average, a little 
over one chance in two of being average, and one chance In eleven of 
being below average. A student in the fifth quint ile division has 
only one chance in fifty-four of being above average, five chances in 
eight of being average, and a little more than one chance In three of
being below average.
There are a little over nine chances in twenty that a student 
in the first quintlle division of the Heading Test will be above average, 
three chances in seven that he will be average, and on© chance in 
eleven that he will be below average. A student In the fifth quintile 
division has a little more than five chances in seven that he will be
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average, and a little less than two chances In seven that he will toe 
below average*
A student la the first quint lie division of the high school 
rank has approximately one chance in three of toeing above average, a 
little more than five chances in eight of toeing average, and approxi­
mately one chance in twenty-nine of toeing below average* A student In 
the fifth quint 11© division of the high school rank has a little over 
one chance in two of toeing average, and a little less than on® chance 
in two of toeing below average* The H* 0* Hank seems to toe more effec­
tive in Indicating students who fall below average than are the 
Entrance Examinations*
Table LV presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for the last three years for men in terms of the Psychological Examina­
tion, the English Test, the Beading Test, and the high school rank* 
Table LVT, page 166, presents the same information for women* In com­
paring the two groups, it is nested that the distribution for th© men 
Is more consistent than th® distribution for the women* This might toe 
due to the small number of women In each quint lie division* A much 
smaller percentage of the women falls below average than does that of 
the men* Other than th© differences noted above, these tables show 
almost the same tendencies as those shown in Table LIT for the whole 
group* Again th© H* S* Bank seems to toe more effective in indicating 
students who fall below average than are the Entrance Examinations*
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TABLE LV
AVERAGE OF THE LAST THREE TEARS FOR HER IN TEBK3 OF THE
ERTRAKCE EXAMIHATI0H3 AMD HIGH SCHOOL RARE
Quint ile 
Hank
Below 
(Pt.-hr. 
,0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1*0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No, % No. %
1 5 8*1 31 50.0 36 41.9 63
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
2
3
4
5
16
12
14
23
23,9
31*1
31.1
43,4
39
39
27
29
@3.2
68.4
60*0
54.7
IB
6
4
1
17*9
10.8
8*9
1*9
67
57
48
m
Total 70 160 49 234
1 a 11.6 34 49*3 27 89*1 69
2 10 14*9 41 61*2 16 83.9 67
En
gl
is
h
3
4
14
21
24*6
43*8
42
23
73.7
47.9
1
4
1.8
8.3
57
40
5 1? 39.5 25 58,1 1 8.3 43
Total 70 165 49 284
1 3 14,0 36 45*6 23 40*4 57
2 11 19,6 33 57,1 131 23,2 56
Re
ad
in
g
3
4
9
11
30,9
27.5
29
26
67*4
65.0
5
3
11.6
7.0
43
40
5 10 30*3 23 69,7 0 0.0 33
Total 49 136 44.XX 229
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TABLE LV (continued)
AYEHAOS 07 THE LAST THREE YEARS FOR HER XU TERMS OF THE! 
H3TRAHCE BXAMXHATICK3 AMD HIGH SCHOOL RAHK
Quintile 
Hank
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
,0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1,0-1*9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. f0 No. %
1 2 3*3 37 60,7 m  36.1 61
wCO
Z 7 30*4 13 65*£ 1 4,3 85
cifHO 3 7 46*7 0 63.3 0 0.0 IS
CO 4 8 44*4 10 56*6 0 0,0 18
trj 5 9 64,3 © 35*7 0 0.0 14
Total 33 75 83 131
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Tabus i m
AVERAGE FOR THE LAST THREE TEARS FOR WOMEN IK TEH1S3 OF
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Quint ile 
Rank
Below
(Pt.-hr.
*0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt8-*hr. ratio 
i.o^i.9 y
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2f0-3,0) Total
No. % No. 1o No. %
1 1 3*4 16 35*2 13 41*4 29
Ps
yc
ho
lo
gy
z
3
4
5
2
9
2
2
5*6 
24.3 
@•0 
ii. a
25
25
23
15
69.4
67.6
98.0
83.2
9
3
0
0
25*0
8*1
0*0
0*0
lM*30
37
25
17
Total 16 104 24 144
1 3 6*1 28 57.1 18 56*7 49
2 3 3*3 27 75*0 6 16.7 36
En
gl
is
h
3 5 17*2 24 83.8 0 0*0 29
4 3 15*8 16 84*3 0 0*0 19
5 2 18*2 9 @1*8 0 0.0 11
Total 16 104 24 144
1 0 0.0 9 37*5 15 63.5 24
2 5 15*6 21 65.6 6 18*8 33
s 3 2 7.1 25 39*3 1 3*6 38
aS<D« 4 3 10.7 23 82.1 2 7fl 38
5 4 22.2 14 77*8 0 0.0 1 8
Total 1 4 92 24 130
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TABUS LIT (continued)
AVERAGE FOB THE LAST THREE YB&B& FOR WGMJ IN TE3&S3 OF 
THE ENTRANCE KASOCNATIOI'SS 
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
r — “ -----\
Quintile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave . 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
St o • No. fo NO. fa
1 8 3.5 39 68.4 16 £8*1 37
Cl
as
s
2 3 17*6 14 83.4 0 0*0 17
3 0 0*0 8 100.0 0 0.O a
V
CO 4 3 33.3 6 66.7 0 0*0 9
th 5 3 22.2 7 77.0 O 0.0 9
Total 10 74
!iH
! 100
analysis m  A c m m m m r  for the last tehee tears
IN T E W S  OF COMPOSITE SCORES
Table LVII above the distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
the last three years for the whole group in terms of the composite 
scores* A student in the upper group of the composite P. N* &« has 
approximately flee chances in thirteen of being above average , a 
little over one chance in two of being average, and one chance in ten 
of being below average* The chances arc one in fourteen that a student 
in the middle group will be above average, approximately seven in ten 
that he will be average, and one chance in five that he will be 
below average* A student in the lowest group has a little over one 
chance In twenty-five of being above average, approximately seven
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TABLE LVXI
ATCRASE 07 m s  LAST THREE YEARS ?0R ENTIRE GROUP
in TEiae or composite scores
Composite
Score
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
*0-.9)
Average 
{Pt.-hr. ratio 
1*0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0—3.0) Total
SPm
w
Tertile
Group No. <f0 No. % No. fo
1 14 10,1 71 51*1 54 35*8 139
2 27 21*1 93 71*9 9 7*0 128
3 21 23*1 66 72*5 4 4*4 n
Total 62 229 67 33©
CO
w
1
n
w
1 5 3*4 52 55*9 36 38*7 93
2 16 20*5 60 76*9 2 2*6 78
3 15 37*3 25 62*3 0 0*0 40
Total 36 137 38 811
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chances of he ins average, and nearly one chance in four of
feeing below average*
A student in the upper group of the compostt© P* E* S. and 
H. 3. Hank has approximately five chances in thirteen of feeing above 
average, eleven chances in twenty of feeing average, and a little mors 
than one chance in twenty of feeing below average* A student in the 
middle group has approximately three chances in four of feeing average, 
one chance in five of feeing below average, and only one chance in 
thivty»atn© of feeing above average * The chances are five out of 
eight that a student in the lowest group will fee average, and three 
chances in eight that he will fee below average*
Table liVXII presents the distribution of the polnt~hour ratios 
for the last three years for men in terms of the composite scores* 
Table UX, page 171, presents the same information for women* A 
larger percentage of th© men falls below average than does that of 
th© women* Otherwise, these tables do not differ greatly from 
Table 1712, which shows the distribution for the whole group*
w o
TABLE m X X  
AVERAGE OF TBS LAST THREE TEARS FOR HER
xn terms of aammrs scores
Composite
Score
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr, ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
■fertile
Group No. % No, % No. %
&F
ER
1 13 14*6 43 43*3 33 57,1 ©9
2 17 81*0 56 69,1 © 9.9 31
3 19 32*2 37 62,7 3 5.1 59
Total 49 136 44 229
CO
w
1
§
v*r
1 3 5*7 29 54*7 21 39,6 53
2 12 29*3 23 68*3 1 8,4 41
3 13 46*4 13 53*6 0 0*0 28
Total 23 72 22 122
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TABLE LIX
AVERAGE OS' THE LAST THREE XEAR3 FOR WOWT
IN TKRM3 OF COMPOSITE SCORES
Composite
Score
Below Ave, 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-,9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
1P4W
Tertile
Group No. % No. % No. <?0
1 1 2.0 28 @6.0 21 43.0 SO
2 10 21*3 36 76.6 1 8.1 47
3 2 6.5 29 90.6 1 3.1 32
Total 13 93 m 129
«
CO
w
1
stty
1 2 5,0 23 @7.5 15 37.5 40
2 4 10.8 32 86.5 1 2.7 37
3 2 16.7 10 83.3 0 0,0 12
Total 8 65 16 89
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coMPARiscms or first-yeah m d  Ami^vmmr
Table IX presents the distribution of the point-hour* ratios for 
the second year for the whole group in terms of the point-hour ratios 
for th© first year. A student in the above-average group (point-hour 
ratio of from two to three} for the first year has almost two chances 
in three of being above average for the second year* approximately 
three chances in ten of being average* and one chance in forty-six 
of being below average. A student in the average group (point-hour 
ratio of from one to one and nine-tenths) for the first year has one 
chance in fifteen of being above average the second year* three chances 
in five of being average* and nearly one chance in three of being below 
average. A student in the be low-average group (point-hour ratio of 
from zero to nine-tenths) for the first year has less than one chance
TABLE IX
FIB3T-YEAH ACHIEVSBOTT 33? RELATION TO
second-year MteTrnmsm
Average
of
First
Tear
Average of Second Tear
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
2. 0-3.0)
Total
No. No. * No. #
2.0-3.0 3 2.2 44 31.9 91 65.9 138
1.0-1.9 118 32.8 212 60.4 24 6.8 351
.0- *9 161 66.8 78 32.4 2 0*8 241
Total 279 334 117 730
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in a hundred of being above average the second year, nearly one chance 
in three of being average, and two chances in three of being below 
average* This distribution shows that students who are above average 
the first year tend to be average or above the second year. Students 
who are average the first year tend to be average or below the second 
year* Students below average the first year show a slight tendency to 
rise to the average group the second year*
Table IXI presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for th© second year for men in terras of the point-hour ratios for the 
first year* fable LXTI presents th© same information for women*
These two tables s h o w  the same general tendencies as those shown in 
Table IX for the whole group $ namely, students In the above-average 
group the first year tend to drop to the average group the second year,
table LXX
j m x w m m m  for w m  in the first year in relation to ,
ACHIEVEMENT IN THK SECOND YEAR
Average
..of
First
Tear
Average of Second Year
Total
Below Ave# 
(Ft*-hr* ratio 
*Q-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio 
1*0-1#9)
Above Ave* 
{Pt*-hr* ratio 
2.0—3.0)
No* * No* % No. %
2.0-3.0 3 3*1 36 33*3 56 59*6 94
1*0—1*9 33 36*1 139 57.0 17 7.0 344
•0— *9 136 63*5 56 30*4 2 1*1 134
Total 316 331 75 522
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tabus m i
ACHIEVEMENT FOR W O W  XR THE FIRST TSAR XH RELATION TO
A c m s m m r  m  the second tear
Average
of
First
Year
Average of Second Year
Total
Below Ave* 
(Ft*-hr. ratio 
*0-*9)
Average 
(Pt*-hr* ratio 
1*0-1*9)
Above Ave* 
{Pt.-hr* ratio 
2*0—3*0)
No* % No* % No* %
2*0—3*0 1 0*3 10 22*7 35 75*0 44
1*0-1*9 27 25*2 73 63*2 7 6*5 107
♦0— *9 35 61*4 22 33*6 0 0.0 57
Total 63 105 40 203
students In the average group the first year show a greater tendency in 
the second year to drop to the below-avcrag© group than to rice to the 
above-average group, and students In the below-average group the first 
year tend to rise to the average group the second year* Th© men show 
a greater tendency to drop to a lower group the second year than do 
the women*
FKESHNAN ACHIEVEMENT IN RELATION TO ACHIEVEMENT 
IN THE LAST THREE YEARS
Table t/x t t t  presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios 
for the last three years for the whole group in toms of the point-hour 
ratios for the first year* A student in the above-average group for 
the first year has approximately four chances in seven of being above
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TABLE IXtlX
MWLwrmms m  the first tear w  helatiom to
ACHlEOTfcHKT FOB THE LAST THREE TEARS
Average
of
First
Tear
Average of last Three Tears
Total
Below Ave* 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0— .9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr* ratio
1.04*1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
S.0-3.0)
Ho. % Ho. Ko, %
2*0-3.0 0 0.0 45 48.6 58 57.4 101
1*0-1*9 44 19. 5 1$S 74.3 14 6.3 336
*o- .9 42 40.8 60 58.3 1 1.0 103
Total 86 871 73 430
average Ter the last three years* and three chances in seven of being 
average* A student in the average group Tor the first year has one 
chance in fifteen of being above average for the last three years* 
almost three chances in four of being average* and one chance in five 
of being below average* There is only one chance in a hundred that a 
student in the below-av©rag© group for the first year will be above 
average for the last three years. There are approximately three chances 
in five that he will be average* and two chances in five that he will 
be below average*
Table LXXV presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
the last three years for men In terms of point-hour ratios for the 
first year* Table L W  presents the same Information for women* These 
distributions differ very little from the distribution for the whole
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TABUS LXTF
ACHOTBffiNT FOR MEN IN THE FIRST TSAR IN RELATION TO 
ACHIBViafflNT FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS
Average
of
First
Tear
Average ot Last Three Years
Total
Below Ave* 
(Ft .-to. ratio 
*0**9)
Average 
(Pt.*to* ratio 
1*0*1*9}
Above Ave* 
<pt*-to* ratio 
2*0*3*0)
Bo* % Bo* % Ho* $
2* 0*3*0 0 0*0 a s 43*1 m  56*9 65
1iO*X)i9 35 24*3 98 s e a 11 7*6 144
*0* *9 35 46,1 40 52*6 1 1*3 76
Total 70 106 49 285
TABLE LET
ACHIEVEMENT FOR WOMEN IN THE FIRST THAR IN RELATION TO 
ACHIEVEMENT IN THE LAST THREE YEARS
Average
of
First
Year
Average of Last Three Years
Below Ave *
(Ft .-hr. ratio 
*0»*9)
Average 
(Ft .-to* ratio 
1*0-1.9}
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.O)
Total
Ho. % Bo* % Ho. #
2.0-3.0 0 0.0 15 41*7 21 58.3 36
1.0-1.9 9 11.0 70 85.4 3 3.7 82
•0** *9 7 25.9 20 74*1 0 0.0 27
Total 16 103 24 145
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TABLE LXVX
CORRELATIONS BETKEEH TBS VARIOUS PREDICTIVE CRITERIA 
ASS TEDS FOUR-TEAR AVERA0B
Coefficients of Correlation
Criteria Total Men Women
V PE No. r PE No, r PS He.
Psychology .48 •03 428 .50 •03 S84 *85 *04 144
English •  50 •08 428 .51 •03 284 •55 *04 144
Reading *47 •OS 359 .45 *04 229 *57 •04 130
1P3SR • 55 .03 358 •53 *03 829 *68 *04 129
B* S* Rank •57 •03 £31 .6 S *04 131 *53 *03 100
1PER & Rank •64 •03 211 •63 •04 122 *75 *03 89
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M M m i s  of achievement for all four tsars basso oh m s  
wmtnmcm m m s ja x o m  m o m m  school bake
Table LXVTI presents the distribution of th© point-hour ratios 
for all four years for the whole group in terms of the psychologies! 
Examination, the English Test* th© Heading Test, and the H» S* Bank*
A student in the first quint lie division of the Psychological 
Examination has three chances in seven of being above average for th© 
four years* work, six chances in eleven of being average, and approxi­
mately on© chance in fifty of being below average. A student In the 
fifth quintile division has one chance in seventy of being above 
average, five chances in eight of being average, and five chances in 
fourteen of being below average*
There are a little over two chances in five that a student In 
the first quint lie division of th© English Test will be above average 
for four years* work* Be has eleven chances in twenty of being average* 
and approximately on© chance in thirty of being below average • A 
student in the fifth quint 11© division has one chance In twenty-seven 
of being above average, nearly three chances in five ©f being average* 
and three chances in eight of being below average.
A student in the first quint lie division of th© Beading Teat has 
seven chances in fifteen of being above average for the four years* work, 
one chance in two of being average, and one chance in twenty-seven of being 
below average* A student in the fifth quintile division has only one 
chance in fifty-one of being above average, approximately eight chances in 
eleven of being average, and on© chance in four of being below average •
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TABUS x x m
TBS FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE DT TER6SS GST
THE ENTRANCE EXAMKAOTOHS
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Quintile 
Rank
Below 
(Pt.-hr. 
.0-,
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Ft.-hr, ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave, 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
2,0-3,0) Total
No. % No. % No, %
1 2 2*2 30 84.9 39 43.9 91
>» 2
12 11*9 69 $7.0 33 21.4 103
SlDoI—!o 3
14 14.6 98 96*6 8 8.5 94
o
ea 4
13 18*6 53 75.9 4 3.9 70
5 25 33.9 44 62.9 1 1*4 70
Total 66 288 74 428
1 4 3.4 63 58.1 49 41.5 118
2 3 9.8 98 92.8 20 19.4 103
&m 3 13 15*1 92 83.7 1 1.2 86rHtiD
fl 4 at 31.3 43 64.2 5 4.5 67
5 20 39.0 33 59.3 3 3.7 tUWT*
Total 66 387 75 428
1 3 3.7 40 49*4 38 46.9 81
2 14 15.9 53 60.8 21 83.9 88
SP 3 6 8.5 89 85*1 6 8.5 71
"8
c§ 4 IB 19.6 53 76.5 4 5.9 68
5 13 25.5 37 72.5 1 2.0 31
Total 43 241 70 339
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TABUS LXVXX (continued)
toe foor-toeae average in terms of 
w e  entrance examinations
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Below Ave • Average Above Ave.
Quintile (Ft ,-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. ratio
Rank .0-.9) 1,0-1 .9) 2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. % No. *
1 3 8,3 74 68.7 41 34,7 U S
Cft 2
10 25,0 89 72*5 1 2*5 40
toC5 3 6 86,1 17 73*9 0 0,0 23o
to 4 9 33*3 16 66.7 0 0*0 27
w 5 9 39*1 14 60*9 0 0.0 23
Total 37 132 42 831
A student in tbs first quintil© division of tbe bigh school rank 
bas approximately one chance in throe of being above average for four 
years9 work, five chances In eight of being average, and nearly one chance 
in forty of being below average, W e  chances are approximately three 
out of five that a student in the fifth^uihtile division will be 
average, and two out of five that he will be below average» The three 
entrance examinations seem to be of nearly equal value for predictive 
purposes. The chances of being above average are considerably less for 
each quintile division of the H, 3, Ranh than for the entrance examine* 
tions, and the chances of falling below average are considerably greater* 
Table LX7XIX presents the distribution of polnt*hour ratios for 
i four years for men in terms of the Psychological Examination, the
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TABUS 1X7X11
TBS FQOR-YEAR AVERAGE FOR MEN IK TERMS OF
THE ENTRANCE SXAMBUTXOSS
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
Quintlie 
Hank
Below 
(Pt.-hr. 
.0-.
Ave.
ratio
9)
Average 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
1.0-1*9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. 1o No* 1o
■ 1 Z 3*8 33 83*2 27 43.3 62
2 10 14*9 46 68*7 11 16*4 67
O
H 3 8 14*0 43 78*9 4 7*0 57
&
4 11 24*4 30 66.7 4 0*9 45
P4
5 23 43*4 29 84*7 1 1*9 53
Total 54 183 47 234
1 4 8*0 37 33*6 28 40*6 69
2 5 7.5 48 71*6 14 20*9 87
En
gl
is
h
3
4
8
19
14*0
39.6
43
26
84.2
34.0
1
3
1.0
6*3
57
48
5 18 41*9 23 53.5 2 4*7 43
Total 100 48 284
X 3 5*3 31 54*4 23 40.4 57
2 10 17.9 33 58.9 13 23*2 56
Sf-H
'S
3 5 11*6 34 79.1 4 9*3 43
CD 4 10 25*0 2S 70.0 2 5*0 40
5 10 30.3 22 66.7 X# 3*0 33
Total 38 148 43 229
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TAELS XJCVXIX (continued)
THE FOUR-YEAR A7EEA0E FOR MEN IN TEBS3 OF
m s  e n t r a n c e  m m m t & n c m
AND HIGH SCHOOL HANK
Q,uint ile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt,-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1 . 0 - 1 . 9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
No. % No. %
i
o * 1o
1 1 1*6 33 63*3 aa 36*1 61
w a 7 30* 4 15 65*3 l 4,3 23
CjrHo 3 5 33.3 10 66.7 o 0*0 15
CO 4 6 33*3 13 66.7 0 0.0 13
5 9 64*3 5 35*7 0 0*0 14
Total a s 3 0 131
English Teat, the Beading Test, and the H* S« Hank* The same Informa­
tion for women is presented in Table LXX2C. The distributions in these 
tables show the earns general trends as were shown In Table LXFXI tor 
the whole group; namely * that students in the upper quint lie divisions 
tend to be average and above, while those in the low quintlle divisions 
tend to be average and below* There is a strong tendency tor the 
women to fall in the average group* Fewer women fall below average, 
and fewer women make the above-average group than do the men*
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TABLE rxxr
Tm  FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE FOB WGMSf IN TEB0G3 OF
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION©
AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK
1-
Below Ave. Average Above Ave.
Q,uintile (Ft.-hr. ratio (Pt*-hr. ratio (Pt.-hr. ratio
Rank .0-.9) 1.0-1.9) 2.0-3.0) Total
No. * No. % No. %
1 0 0*0 17 58*6 12 41*4 29
2 3 3*6 33 63.9 11 30*6 36
o 3 $ 16*2 37 73.0 4 10.8 37oxto>s 4 2 8*0 23 93*0 0 0.0 35CQ
Ph
5 2 11*8 15 88.2 © 0.0 17
Total 1 2 105 27 , 144
1 0 0.0 £8 57.1 31 42*9 49
2 3 8*3 27 75*0 6 16.7 36
Xim 3 5 17.2 24 32*8 0 0.0 29
£ 4 2 10.5 17 89.5 0 0.0 It
5 3 18.2 9 81.8 0 0*0 11
Total 13 105 37 144
1 0 0.0 9 37.5 15 63*5 24
2 4 12*5 20 63.5 © 35*0 33
IP■H 3 1 3*6 35 89.3 © 7.1 28
'SccJ
(§ 4 3 7.1 24 83*7 2 7.X 28
5 3 16.7 15 ©3.3 0 0.0 18
Total 10 93 27 130
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TABLE i m  (continued)
* *  average for m m m  in terms or *zm
m m m m  w m m iM im s and high school m m
Q,u intile 
Rank
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9 )
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above
(Pt.-hr
2.0-
Ave.
. ratio 
3.0) Total
No. % No. * No. 1o
1 8 3*5 36 63.2 19 33*3 57
CQCO
2 8 17.6 14 82.4 0 0*0 17
CtJ•HO 3 1 12.5 7 87 #8 0 0*0 8
»
CO 4 3 33# 3 6 66*7 0 0.0 9
5 0 0*0 9 100.0 0 0.0 9
Total 9 78 19 100
distribution m  pomr-HotrR ratios for all poor tears
XR TERMS OF « B  COMPOSITE SCORES
Table LEX presents the distribution of the point-hour ratios for 
all four years for the whole group In terms of the composite P# S* It* 
and the composite P. R. H. and H. 3* Rank* A student In the upper 
group of the composite P. E. R* has two chances in five of being above 
average, a little less than six chances in eleven of being average,
»yt£ approximately one chance in seventeen of being below average# A 
student In the middle group has one chance in sixteen of being above 
average, nearly eleven chances in fourteen of being average, and one 
ehenee In seven of being below average* The chances are approximately
188
TABUS LXX
THE FQTJR-XEAR AVERAGE FOR ENTIRE GRCfOP IN TERMS OF
COMPOSITE SCORES
Composite
Score
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
-0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
S.0-3.0) Total
1
w
Iter tile 
Group No. fa
1
i
NO. fa
1 8 5*6 74 53.2 57 41*0 189
2 19 14*8 101 78.9 3 6.5 128
3 21 23*1 66 72.5 4 4*4 91
Total 48 241 69 358
«
to
1
w
1 3 3*2 53 57.® 37 89.8 93
2 13 16.* 63 80.3 3 2.6 78
3 14 35.0 26 63*0 0 0.0 40
Total 30 142 89 211
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TABUS T-Xyy
TO3 FOUR-YEAR AVERAGE FOH H  IN TERMS OF COMPOSITE 3COHE3
Composite
Score
Below Ave, 
(Ft.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0-3.0) Total
1Ph\a!
Tertile
Group No. % No. % No. fo
1 ¥ 7.9 49 55*1 353 37.1 89
2 13 14*3 63 76*5 7 8*6 81
3 19 52.3 $7 63*7 3 8.1 39
Total 36 148 43 329
«
CO
w
1
§
w
1 3 3.8 31 58*5 20 37*7 53
2 8 19*5 53 78.0 1 3*4 41
3 13 42*3 16 57*1 0 0.0 38
Total 32 79 31 128
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TABLE LXXXX
THE FOOR-YEAR ATORAGE FOR WOMEN IK * m m  OF COMPOSITE SCORES
Composite
Score
Below Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
.0-.9)
Average 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
1.0-1.9)
Above Ave. 
(Pt.-hr. ratio 
2.0—3•0) Total
1
w
Tertile
Croup No. % No. % No. %
1 X 2*0 25 50*0 24 43*0 50
2 7 14*9 39 83*0 X 2*2 47
3 2 6*3 29 90*6 X 3*1 32
Total XO 93 26 129
Pi
00
w
1
1
1 X 2*5 21 52*5 18 45*0 40
2 5 13*5 31 83*8 1 2.7 37
3 2 16.7 10 83*3 0 0*0 12
Total 3 62 19 89
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Test shows the lowest correlation for the whole group and for the men*
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to *66, and for the women the correlations range from *51 to #69* The 
Beading feet seems to he the poorest index to achievement in the 
freshman year, and the composite F* iS* H« and H* S* Hank seems to he 
the host. While the above correlations are significant, and high 
enough t© denote a definite relationship, they are to© low for pro- 
dieting individual marks* The coefficient of alienation for a corre­
lation of *65 is #76. Tb±& means that a correlation of *65 is only 
twenty-four per cent better than a pure guess in predicting individual 
marks*
The quintile distributions indicate that a student in the first 
quint lie division of either of the entrance tests or the high school 
rank has approximately one chance in ten of falling below average for 
the first year, while a student in the fifth quint lie division has 
seven chances in ten of falling below average*
Tte distributions for the composite scores indicate that a student
In the upper group of the composite F* B* B* has one chance In ten of
falling below average for the first year, while a student in the 
lowest group has approximately five chances in eight of falling below 
average • The chances are approximately one In sixteen that a student
In the upper group of the composite F» B« B# and H* 3* Hank will fall
below average, while a student in the lowest group has seven chances 
in tea of falling below average*
Enrollment in the Various Colleges* Table IXCCII presents in 
summary fora the enrollment in the various colleges by quint ile 
divisions on the Psychological Examination* Because of the similarity
TABLE UXTII
BHROUIIEHT IB THE VARI0U3 COLLEGES OH THE BASIS OF 
(JBBTILE RAHK OH THE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMIHATION
Quintile
1 2 *5 4 5 Total
Ho. i Ho* % Ho. $ Ho* % Ho. £
Total Entering 
All Colleges 155 22*4: 149 m s 133 22.1 108 17*9 77 18*8 602
Agriculture r; 5,? 14 16.1 20 23,0 25 m s 23 26.4 87
Arts and Sciences m 35*7 m 37*1 49 23.5 32 14.7 22 10*1 BIS
Commerce 11 14.5 36 34*2 34 m.6 11 14*5 4 5.5 76
Engineering and Ba?e 
and Applied Science w 33.9 30 27.5 18 16.5 16 14*7 8 7*4 109
Teachers College 88 33*2 30 17.9 22 19.6 24 21.4 20 17*9 112 195
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of the distributions it was not doomed necessary to give summary tables 
for all the criteria, so the Psychological Examination was selected as 
being typical. The 60S students who entered the colleges are distributed 
among the quint lie divisions as follows t twenty-two and four-tenths 
per cent are in the first quint ile division, 84*8 per cent in the 
second, 28.1 per cent in the third, 17,9 per cent in the fourth, and 
18*8 per cent in the fifth. The striking fact brought out by this 
table is the unevenness of enrollment in the various colleges in each 
quint ile division* The College of Agriculture draws fifty-five per 
cent of its students from the two lowest quint ile divisions and only 
81,8 per cent from the two upper quint lie divisions* Approximately 
fifty-three per cent of the enrollment in the College of Arts and 
Sciences comes from the two upper qulntlle divisions, and 84*8 per cent 
from the two lowest* The students in the College of Commerce seem to 
come predominantly from the second and third qulntlle divisions, 65*8 
per cent coming from those two quint lie divisions and only 19*8 per cent 
from the two lowest* The Technical Colleges get 61*4 per cent of 
their enrollment from the two upper qulntlle divisions and 28* 1 per 
cent from the two lowest qulntlle divisions* The enrollment in the 
Teachers College seems to be fairly well spread over all five qulntlle 
divisions*
Comparing the enrollment in the different colleges with the 
total enrollment, the unevenness is again evident• Forty-seven and 
two-tenths per cent of the enrollment of the total group is in the two
197
upper qulntlle divisions. The College of Agriculture has 21*8 per 
cent is the two upper quintile divisions, the College of Arte and 
Science© 52*8 per cent, the College of Oosnseree 48*7 per cent, the 
Technical Colleges 61*4 per centf and the Teaahers College 41*1 per 
cent. In the two lowest qulntlle divisions, there is 30*7 per cent of 
the enrollment of the total group, The College of Agriculture has 
55.1 per cent of its enrollment in the two lowest qulntlle divisions, 
the College of Art© and Sciences 24*8 per cent, the College of Commerce 
19*8 per cent, the technical Colleges 22.1 per cent, and the Teachers 
College 39*3 per cent.
Since it has been shewn that a large per cent of the students 
in the College of Agriculture graduates in four years, the question Is 
raised as to the validity of college aptitude teats for students with 
a rural background such a© are generally found in colleges of agri«* 
culture* Testing authorities are generally agreed that the college 
aptitude tests are not so well adapted to students from the rural 
areas.
The College of Agriculture. The College of Agriculture draws 
approximately fifty per cent of its enrollment tram, students who rank 
in the lowest two-fifths on the three entrance tests* Of the 602 atu- 
dents who entered the various colleges of the University, eighty-seven, 
or 14.5 per cent, enrolled in the College of Agriculture.
The correlations between achievement in the freshmn year and 
the various criteria range from .51 to .56* The English Test shows 
the lowest correlation, and the composite P. B. R. the highest. The
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the upper quintile divisions of the three entrance teste has a high
probability of being average or above in the College of Agriculture
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composite P* £* R« shows the highest correlation, while the Psycho- 
logical Examination ana the English Test tie tor low. The correlations 
between the average tor tour years ana the various criteria range from 
#48 to «?S* The composite I* Sv R* shows the highest correlation, and 
the English Test the lowest*
The composite P* E* E» seems to be a better index to achieve* 
seat in the College of Commerce than any other of the predictive criteria 
used in this study* Taking the entrance tests singly, the Heading 
Test seems to be better than either the Psychological lamination or 
the English Test*
There la a definite relationship between quint! 1© rank on the 
three entrance tests and achievement in the College of Commerce* 3tu* 
dents ranking in the upper qulntlle divisions have a high probability 
of being average or above, while those ranking in the lowest qulntlle 
divisions have a high probability of being average or below.
eoM»g» of Arts and Sciences. The College of Arts and Sciences 
draws approximately fifty per cent of Its enrollment from students 
ranking in the upper two-fifths of the three entrance tests. Of the 
608 students who enrolled in the various colleges of the diversity,
213, or 36*8 per cent, entered the College of Arts and Sciences.
The coefficients of correlation between the various predictive 
criteria and the average for the freshman year range from .45 to *63*
The composite P. B* B. shows the highest correlation, and the Beading 
Test the lowest • The correlations between the average for the last 
three years and the various criteria range from *45 to *69. The
200
first-year average shows tbe highest correlation* and the Psychological 
Examination the lowest* The eorrelatlons between the average tor tour 
years and the various criteria range from *45 to *59* The composite 
P* E* R, shows the highest correlation* and the Psychological Examine- 
tion the lowest*
A student In the first or second qulntlle divisions of the 
Psychological Examination* the English Test* or the Reading Test has 
a high probability of making the average or above-average group In the 
College of Arts and Sciences* while a student In the fourth or fifth 
qulntlle division has a high probability of falling In the average or 
below-avsrage group*
Colleges of Bngineerinff and pare and Applied Science* The 
Colleges of Engineering and Pare and Applied Science draw approximately 
sixty per cent of their enrollment from students ranking in the upper 
two-fifths of the three entrance tests. One hundred nine* or 18*1 
per cent* of the 602 students who entered the various colleges of the 
University enrolled in the Technical Colleges *
The correlations between the various predictive criteria and 
the average for the freshman year rang© from *50 to *65* The composite 
F* S. R* shows the highest correlation, and the English Test the lowest* 
The correlations between the average for the last three years and the 
various predictive criteria range from *48 to *69* The first-year 
average shows the highest correlation, and the English Test the lowest * 
The correlations between the various predictive criteria and the
in the teachers College* The Beading Test is the beat of the entrance
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graduates of the College of Arts and Sciences are in the two upper qulntlle 
divisions and only 14*? per cent in the two lowest* the College of 
Commerce has ?3*7 per cent of its graduates in the second and third 
qulntlle divisions and only 13*2 per cent in the two lowest qulntlle 
divisions* Xa the Technical Colleges seventy-five per cent of the 
graduates are in the two upper qulntlle divisions* 10*? per cent In the 
fourth* and none in the fifth. The contrast Is not so great for the 
Teachers College* 46*? per cent of this group being in the two upper 
qulntlle divisions and 33*3 per cent in the two lowest*
Of the 602 students enrolled in all the colleges, 270, or approxi­
mately forty-five per cent* graduated in four years* The S?Q graduates 
are distributed among the qulntlle divisions as follows* first, 27*8 
per cent; second * 23*3 per cent; third* 80*7 per cent; fourth* 16*7 
per cent; and fifth* 11*5 per cent*
It is Interesting to compare the total number of graduates in 
each qulntlle division in this table with the total college enrollment 
by qulntlle divisions as shown In Table 1*01X1. There were 135 people 
enrolled in the various colleges from the first quintil© division* Of 
this number seventy-five * or 53*6 per cent* graduated in four years.
For the second* third, fourth, and fifth qulntlle divisions the per 
cents that graduated are 42*3* 42*1* 41*7* and 40*3 respectively. In 
other words* the chances of graduation for students entering the colleges 
from these qulntlle divisions are practically the same.
The group as a Whole* The correlations between the average for • 
the last three years and the various predictive criteria range from
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♦45 to *71* Those Tor the men range from *43 to *70, and those for 
the women range from *50 to *75* The firstly®ar achievement shows the 
highest correlations in eaeh ease* The Heading Test shows the lowest 
correlation for the group as a whole and for the men, while the English 
Test shows the lowest for the women*
The correlations between the various predictive criteria and 
the average for four years for the group as a whole rang® from *47 to 
•64* Those for the men range from *45 to *65, and those for the women 
range from *33 to *75* The composite p.* 2S« B* and B« 5* Ranh shows 
the highest correlation in every instance* The Beading Test shows the 
lowest correlation for the whole group and for the men* The Psycho* 
logical Examination and the English Test are low for the worsen* The 
correlations are consistently higher for the women than they are for 
the men*
There is a definite relationship between the quint lie ranks on 
the various criteria and college achievement* Students in the upper 
quintlie divisions tend to be average or above, while those in the low 
quint lie divisions tend to be average or below* The quint lie distri­
butions show also that the women are less likely to fall below average 
than are the men*
The distributions for the second year and for the last three 
years in terms of the first-year average show a decided relationship 
between achievement in the first year and achievement in the later 
years of college* 3tudenta in the above-average group for the first 
year tend to be average or above for the second year and for the last
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t h m  years* Those in the average group for the first year shoe a 
greater tendency to drop below average than to rise to the above- 
average group for the second year and for the last three years* Those 
in the below-average group the first year tend to rise to the average 
group for the second year and for the last three years*
Table U0C7 shows the distribution of three special groups of 
students according to time spent in college* The groups ares (1) those 
who graduated in four years5 (3) those who stayed in school one year 
cr less; (3) those who stayed in the Junior Division two years or more*
Of those that graduated in four years, 51*4 per cent were in the two 
upper quint lie divisions of the psychological Examination* Only 38*3 
per cent were in the two lowest quint lie divisions* Of those who stayed 
in college one year or less, 52*4 per cent were In the two lowest quintile 
divisions, and only 25*3 per cent were In the two upper quintile divisions* 
Sixty-four and nine-tenths per cent of the students who stayed two 
years or more in the Junior Division were in the two lowest quintile 
divisions of the Psychological Examination, while only 17*3 per cent 
were in the two upper quintile divisions* Since such a large per cent 
of the students who stay two years or more in the Junior Division are 
in the fourth and fifth quintile divisions, the question might be 
raised as to the advisability of dropping those students at the end of 
the first year if they have not completed the Junior Division work.
ConeluaIona* On the basis of results obtained in this study, 
the following conclusions seem to be Justified!
TABUS veer
bm m m  of combos m m m s  of c m m  qhotps
IK TSBH3 OF IBB PSYCHOLOGICAL U t W B m W
Quintile
1 S 3 4 5 Total
lb* $ lo* i lb* £ Is* * Ho. i
Graduated is 
Four Years n £8.1 63 33*3 m 20.4 43 16,7 31 11*5 370
Stayed is School 
One Year or tees m 13*1 m 13.1 m 22,4 69 23,8 S3 28,6 390
Stayed Two Years 
or lore is 
Junior Division
7 4,2 zz 13*1 30 17*9 41 34*4 68 40*5 168
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1. The three entrance teats and the rank in high school 
graduating class are significant as bases for predicting achieve** 
meat in the Junior Division and in the various colleges of the 
University*
8* The achievement in the freshman year in the Junior Division 
is a good index to achievement in the later years in the University.
3* The composite score ©f the three entrance tests mid high 
school rank is a better basis for predicting achievement than any 
of the entrance tests or the high school rank taken singly.
4* The achievement in the freshman year in the Junior Division 
is the best index to achievement in the Colleges of Agriculture, 
Arts and Sciences, and Engineering and Pure and Applied Science.
5. The composite P. 3U $L is the best index to achievement in 
the College of Commerce and Teachers College.
Limitations of the Study. The absence of complete data limited 
the scope of this study t© a considerable extent • Many of the students 
had not taken all three of the entrance tests, and the high school rank 
was not available for approximately half of the students Included in 
the study. This absence of complete data prevented the use of multiple 
correlations which might have made a valuable contribution to the study.
The entrance requirements for the various colleges are more 
stringent at the present time than they were in 1935, and the results 
of this study are influenced accordingly.
Questions Arising put of the 8tudy. This investigation raises 
several questions that might well be given considerationt
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X* Are the entrance examinations as completely and as effectively 
used as might bet
Approximately thirty-eight per cent of the freshmen fail to make 
a C average the first year* Could this large percentage be lowered by 
effective us© of the entrance examinations for placement purposes? Are 
marking practices partly responsible for this large number of low marks? 
Would effective us© of the entrance examinations improve the marking 
practices?
Is effective use being made of the entrance examinations for 
admission to the various colleges? In the technical Colleges no one in 
the fifth quintile division of the Psychological Examination graduated 
in four years, and only 10*? per cent were in the fourth quintile divi­
sion* In the College of Commerce only 12*0 per cent of those who 
graduated in four years were in the two lowest quintile divisions, and 
in the College of Arts and Sciences 14*7 per cent of those who graduated 
in four years were in the two lowest quintile divisions* Should the 
Deans of these Colleges discourage students In the two lowest quintile 
divisions from entering? Should some students be given probationary 
status and some admitted for a limited program? Should some be barred 
completely?
2 , Are there factors other than the three entrance examinations 
that might be effectively used for indicating a student#s chances 
for success?
Xa this study the high school rank has as much predictive value 
as any one of the entrance examinations taken singly} when combined with
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the entrance examinations the predictive value is increased la each 
Instance* Should not H. 3. Bank be required as part of every studentvs 
permanent record?
The low correlations round in this investigation Indicate that 
there are other factors that influence achievement* Might not the 
socio-economic status be an important factor? For example» in the 
College of Agriculture , whose enrollment consists largely of students 
from the rural areas, approximately fifty per cent of these students 
rank in the fourth and fifth quintile divisions of the entrance examina­
tions, yet sixty-two per cent of these people graduated in four years* 
Might not this discrepancy be caused partly by the failure of the 
entrance examinations to rate properly students with such a social and 
economic background? Should not personality traits, special aptitudes, 
and specific achievement in high school be Included as Important factors 
In prediction?
3* Are standards too high in some colleges and too low in 
others?
Of the students enrolled in the Technical Colleges, only 25*? 
per cent graduate la four years despite the fact that sixty per cent 
of their enrollment rank in the upper two-fifths of the entrance examine** 
tions. Xrx the College of Agriculture sixty-two per cent of the enroll- 
meat graduate in four years, and approximately fifty per cent of its 
enrollment rank in the lowest two-fifths of the Entrance Examinations. 
3ixty-seven per cent of the enrollment in the Teachers College graduate 
in four years, and its enrollment is fairly evenly spread over all five
MIX
quintile divisions of the entrance examinatlone • Are these discrepancies 
caused by the failure of the entrance examinations to properly rate 
these students? Are they due to the degree of difficulty in the work 
of these colleges? Might they he caused partly by the differences in 
standards?
If closer coordination between the various colleges and depart** 
sent a la to he obtained # the above questions Indicate a few of the 
problems which need thought and consideration by the university author!** 
ties.
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